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Abstract 
 
Quantitative phase imaging (QPI) is a flourishing new field which has recently found 
tremendous success in the life sciences. QPI utilizes not only the amplitude of the imaging field, 
but also its phase, in order to provide quantitative topographical and/or refractive index data. As 
fields from the source interact with the specimen, a fingerprint of the sample’s structure is 
encoded into the phase front of the imaging field, which can then be used to reconstruct a map of 
the sample’s surface at the nanoscale. Unfortunately, cameras and detectors only respond to 
intensity. For this reason, a wide variety of QPI techniques have been developed over the years 
in order to gain access to this valuable phase information. 
Diffraction phase microscopy (DPM) utilizes a compact Mach-Zehnder interferometer to 
combine many of the best attributes of current QPI methods. This compact configuration is 
common-path which inherently cancels out most mechanisms responsible for noise and is single-
shot meaning that the acquisition speed is limited only by the speed of the camera employed. 
This technique is also non-destructive and does not require staining or coating of the specimen. 
This unique collection of features enables the DPM system to accurately monitor the dynamics 
of various nanoscale phenomena in a wide variety of environments. Our DPM system has been 
used to monitor wet etching, photochemical etching, dissolution of biodegradable electronic 
materials, expansion and deformation of thin-films and microstructures, and surface wetting and 
evaporation. It has also been used in semiconductor wafer defect detection. 
Imaging systems using white light illumination can exhibit up to an order of magnitude lower 
noise than their laser counterparts. This is a result of the lower coherence, both spatially and 
temporally, which reduces noise mechanisms such as laser speckle. Unfortunately, white light 
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systems also exhibit additional object-dependent artifacts, like the well-known halo effect, that 
are not present in their laser counterparts. Recently, we have shown that such artifacts are due to 
a high-pass filtering phenomenon caused by a lack of spatial coherence. This realization allowed 
us to quantitatively model the phase reductions and halo effect, and remove them using a variety 
of techniques.  
The final DPM/wDPM system is capable of providing halo-free images of structures typical 
in both materials and life science applications and operates in both transmission and reflection 
modes in order to accommodate both transparent and opaque samples alike. The DPM/wDPM 
system can be implemented as an add-on module that can be placed at the output port of any 
conventional light microscope. The user can easily switch between laser and white light sources, 
as well as transmission and reflection, simply by flipping switches on the microscope. 
Furthermore, the spatial coherence for white light DPM (wDPM) can be optimized for the given 
application by rotating the condenser turret in transmission, or adjusting the slider for the 
aperture diaphragm in reflection, which contain different size pinholes, allowing for a tradeoff 
between accuracy and speed. The setup also includes an automatic pinhole alignment system, 
real-time phase imaging, and a graphical user interface (GUI) to make it as user-friendly as 
possible. The final system was built in the Imaging Suite in Beckman Institute for Advanced 
Science and Technology to serve as a multi-user inspection/characterization tool that will create 
a major pipeline for high-impact projects and publications in a variety of fields.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
 
1.1 Early Microscopy 
Antonie van Leeuwenhoek (1632-1723) is commonly identified as “the Father of Microbiology” 
[1]. He began working as a cloth merchant at the age of 16 and later opened his own shop in 
1654. It was during this time that he developed a passion for grinding and polishing his own 
lenses, which were originally used to quantify thread counts [2]. He soon began building his own 
personal compound microscopes with magnifications far exceeding those available at the time. 
In fact, it is reputed that his miniature microscopes, only a few cm in size, must have possessed 
up to 300X the magnification of their competitors [1]. His innate curiosity allowed him to be the 
first person in recorded history to peer into a microscope and discover a new and exciting realm 
of existence, one teeming with microscopic life [2]. In an era rife with pseudo-scientific 
speculation, his letters published by the Royal Society marked the birth of microbiology and 
helped to jump-start the modern field of light microscopy [1, 2]. 
Resolution and contrast provided the two major bottlenecks which hindered early 
development in the field [1, 2]. Early studies focused primarily on biological specimens, which 
are often optically thin and transparent. As a result, improving contrast was the motivating force 
behind the development of new techniques. However, early development was stymied by a 
primitive understanding of imaging theory. Despite the production of higher and higher 
magnification lenses, it was soon realized that a limit existed regarding the smallest observable 
structure. It was not until a hundred years later, in 1873, that German physicist Ernst Abbe 
(1840-1905) used wave optics to derive the hard limit on image resolution and successfully 
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modeled image formation as the interference betweem scattered and unscattered light [2, 3]. In 
1936, Dutch physicist Frits Zernike (1888-1966) was then able to build from this theory, the 
phase contrast technique, which introduces a phase shift between the scattered and unscattered 
components causing the phase information to be mapped into the amplitude [2, 4]. The human 
eye, as an optical detector, only responds to intensity, so this was the first time that phase 
information could be observed in microscopy [2, 5]. This invention would later earn him a Nobel 
Prize in 1953. Other contrast enhancement techniques such as differential interference contrast 
(DIC or Normarski) [2, 3] were also developed. Although these new methods provided drastic 
improvement to the image contrast for particular samples, the information was still only 
qualitative. 
 
1.2 Holography 
In 1948, Hungarian-British physicist, Dennis Gabor, introduced the concept of holography: the 
process by which a recording of the field scattered by an object is encoded onto a photographic 
plate such that a virtual image of the object can be reproduced in a different place, at a different 
time, without the original object being present [6]. Unfortunately, due to a lack of coherent light 
sources at the time, holography did not gain popularity until after the invention of the laser in 
1960. 
With high coherence sources available, holographic techniques became more practical and 
found applications in a variety of fields [7]. The Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor (SHWFS) 
was developed is the 1960s and consists of a 2D array of identical and equally spaced lenses 
focused on a CCD camera, which allows for reconstruction of the impingent wavefront by 
measuring local variations in the focal spot coming from each lens [2]. This sensor was initially 
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used to characterize the atmosphere’s optical transfer function (OTF) in astronomical 
measurements and later to measure surface profiles and characterize the quality of laser beams 
and surface roughness of various materials. Significant advances in the development and 
commercialization of holographic technologies for optical testing such as computer-generated 
holography, phase-shifting interferometery (PSI), and scanning white light interferometery 
(SWLI) appeared in the 1980s and 90s led by Wyant and his colleagues [8, 9].  
 
1.3 Quantitative Phase Imaging 
Although digital holography was suggested back in the 1960s, it was not until the mid-1990s that 
advances in digital image sensors and computers allowed holograms to be recorded on charge-
coupled devices (CCDs) and reconstructed with adequate quality, entirely in software [10-13]. 
Following the turn of the millennium, scientific-grade CCDs and complementary metal-oxide-
semiconductor (CMOS) cameras became available at reasonable prices. Such advances resulted 
in the development of an exciting new field, quantitative phase imaging (QPI), which has 
become a ubiquitous inspection/characterization tool in biomedical studies [3]. QPI techniques 
are generally non-invasive and label-free, which means there is no need for fluorescence dyes or 
markers, making them ideal for live biological imaging [3]. In fact, it has been used to study cell 
dynamics [3, 14, 15] and growth [16-21], as well as blood testing [22, 23] and even 3D imaging 
[24-26]. QPI utilizes both the amplitude and phase of the imaging field in order to provide 
quantitative topographical and/or refractive index data.  As fields from the source interact with 
the specimen, a fingerprint of its structure is encoded into the phase front, which can then be 
used to reconstruct a map of the sample’s surface at the nanoscale [27-29]. Optical frequencies 
contained within the visible spectrum are far too rapid for conventional electronic-based sensors 
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like charge-coupled devices (CCDs) and photodetectors to track the phase directly. Instead, what 
is recorded is a time average over many cycles, averaging out the phase, and leaving only the 
field intensity. Thus, various QPI techniques have been developed in order to gain access to this 
valuable phase information. 
A myriad of approaches to QPI have been developed over the years and are best described by 
the following classifiers: common-path, phase-shifting, off-axis, and white light interferometry, 
each with their own unique set of strengths and weaknesses [2]. Common-path approaches are 
renowned for their robustness and stability. Since both interferometer arms traverse the same 
optical components and therefore significantly overlap in space and time, the noise in one arm is 
highly correlated with that of the other, thereby cancelling each other out in the final phase 
measurement. Fourier phase microscopy (FPM) [26] and spatial light interference microscopy 
(SLIM) [30],  as well as spiral phase contrast [14], quadriwave lateral shearing interferometry 
(QWLSI ) [31], and even transport of intensity [32] are popular common-path QPI approaches. 
Phase-shifting interferometry employs temporal phase modulation, which allows for a common-
path geometry, but requires multiple raw images (three or more) in order to reconstruct a single 
phase image [33, 34]. Initially, this made the approach impractical for high-speed dynamics, but 
recent advances have yielded an order of magnitude improvement to the acquisition speed [14]. 
Off-axis methods, on the other hand, perform the modulation spatially, which produces a single 
phase image for every raw image collected and are therefore better suited for high-speed 
dynamics. Most conventional digital holography microscopy (DHM) methods utilize this 
approach [18]. Off-axis methods, however, generally suffer from higher noise floors, with the 
exception of diffraction phase microscopy (DPM) which elegantly combines the off-axis 
approach with a common-path geometry.  
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1.4 Diffraction Phase Microscopy 
DPM combines many of the best attributes of current QPI techniques in a very efficient manner 
[35-40].  The term diffraction comes from the fact that a diffraction grating along with a 4f lens 
system, pinhole filter, and CCD camera are used to form a compact Mach-Zehnder 
interferometer and achieve interference. This compact, off-axis approach benefits from both the 
low spatiotemporal noise and fast acquisition speeds of previous QPI techniques.  Furthermore, it 
does not require staining or coating of the specimen as is thus non-destructive.  This unique 
collection of features enables the DPM system to study a variety of interesting phenomena at the 
nanoscale in their natural environments. Our DPM system is currently being used to monitor wet 
etching [41, 42], photochemical etching [42], dissolution of biodegradable electronic materials 
[42, 43], expansion and deformation of thin-films and microstructures [44], surface wetting and 
microdroplet evaporation [45, 46]. A separate DPM system was also built and is being used for 
defect detection in semiconductor wafers [47-49]. 
A variety of laser sources both in the visible and infrared (IR) regimes have been used to 
perform quantitative phase imaging [47-51]. More recently, broadband techniques using super-
continuum lasers (SCLs), light emitting diodes (LEDs), and even standard halogen lamp 
illumination have been demonstrated [52, 53]. As a result of their lower coherence (both 
temporally and spatially) which reduces several noise mechanisms including laser speckle, white 
light methods generally provide a better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). On the other hand, if not 
treated properly, the low spatial coherence also introduces object-dependent artifacts such as 
halos, which disrupt the quantitative measurements [14, 15, 19, 54, 55]. Both the temporal and 
spatial coherence of the source can be accessed via direct measurements of the spectrum and 
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should be characterized in order to ensure adequate coherence for a given type of interferometry 
[14, 55, 56]. In general, the temporal coherence length must exceed the largest optical pathlength 
difference and the mutual intensity function must be flat over the object being measured, or 
ideally, the entire field of view [2]. 
 
1.5 Other Imaging Techniques 
High-resolution imaging systems like the scanning electron microscope (SEM) and transmission 
electron microscope (TEM) were developed in the 1930s [2, 55, 57]. The scanning tunneling 
microscope (STM) and atomic force microscope (AFM) were developed in the 1980s [58, 59]. 
Since the 1980s, several other super-resolution techniques were developed in an attempt to 
surpass the diffraction limit [60, 61], some of which include near-field scanning optical 
microscopy (NSOM), multi-photon microscopy (MPM), stimulated emission depletion 
microscopy (STED), structured illumination microscopy (SIM), stochastic optical reconstruction 
microscopy (STORM), and photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM). 
The scanning electron microscope produces images by raster scanning the sample with a 
focused beam of electrons. The electrons interact with charged particles in the sample producing 
a signal which contains high-resolution (< 1 nm) information about the surface topography [62]. 
In order for SEM to produce high contrast images, the sample must possess a certain degree of 
conductivity which typically requires the samples to be coated with a metallic substance. Also, in 
order to get accurate height information, the sample must be cleaved through the center of the 
structure and viewed at ~90 degrees. This is a destructive technique which also requires vacuum 
conditions limiting its ability to image phenomena in their natural environments [58, 63]. Atomic 
force microscopy uses a tiny cantilever probe which raster scans the sample and produces a 
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signal by detecting deflections in the tip caused by the weak atomic forces such as van der Waals 
forces, capillary forces, chemical bonding, and magneto and electrostatic forces [58, 63]. AFM 
can typically measure structures up to tens of microns in height, but produces a field of view 
(FOV) of only about 150 x 150 µm
2
, which is much smaller than the millimeter scale FOV 
typical of SEM. Conveniently, AFM does not require vacuum conditions and can image under 
dry or wet conditions, but the long scan times make dynamic measurements difficult [60, 63].   
Near-field techniques like total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRF) and 
NSOM utilize the concept of the evanescent wave to limit confinement and improve resolution. 
TIRF is a popular technique often used in biological studies. It illuminates the glass-medium 
interface at an angle greater than the critical angle so that only the evanescent field is 
transmitted. The rapidly decaying evanescent field will only excite fluorophores within about 
100-200 nm of the interface, thus greatly reducing the contribution from out-of-focus light, 
resulting in a drastically improved SNR. Unfortunately, TIRF is still diffraction limited laterally 
which makes intracellular details difficult to discern. NSOM, however, bypasses the diffraction 
limit in all three spatial dimensions by scanning the sample with a small probe containing an 
aperture on the tip. The aperture provides a small evanescent field which is limited laterally as 
well as axially yielding a resolution of < 20 nm. Near-field methods are typically tedious to work 
with, have very tiny working distances, and require large scan times. These limitations prevent 
dynamic studies in adverse environments. 
Far-field techniques include SIM, STED, PALM, and STORM. SIM illuminates the sample 
with a series of grid patterns at various modulation angles, which intentionally produces aliasing, 
resulting in a Moiré pattern. The aliasing can then be unmixed, improving the lateral resolution 
by up to a factor of 2. The resolution improvement is dependent on how well the grid patterns 
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sample the particular features on the sample, i.e. how fine the grid patterns are and how many 
images are taken at different angles. This requires many images and very large post-processing 
times, which prevent real-time or in-situ imaging [63]. Many variations of SIM exist including 
saturated structured illumination microscopy (SSIM), non-linear structured illumination 
microscopy (NSIM), and 3D-SIM. By breaking the linearity between the illumination and 
detection, the factor of two improvement of the resolution can be surpassed. STED combines the 
concepts of fluorescence microscopy and point-spread function (PSF) engineering [62, 64, 65]. 
The resolution of scanning fluorescence techniques is essentially limited to the spot size, which 
excites the fluorophores and produces the signal. In STED, the initial excitation pulse is followed 
by a red-shifted donut-shaped pulsed beam which de-excites flourophores outside of the central 
“donut hole” portion, effectively decreasing the excitation spot size, and thus the PSF. The 
timing and pulse duration are critical to properly engineering the PSF and avoiding adverse 
effects such as photobleaching. STED typically produces 50 nm resolution, but the cost of the 
system and long scan times make it impractical for most studies [62, 66, 67]. PALM and 
STORM are based on the same principle, where the switching on and off of fluorophores over 
time is used to improve the spatial resolution. Here,  instead of relying on the uncertainty of a 
single photon which is gauged by the PSF width, many photons can be used, which will 
eventually switch off, and a surface fit can be used to compute the centroid of each individual 
fluorophore with only 30 nm or less of uncertainty [62, 66, 67]. The primary difference between 
the two techniques, is that PALM uses photo-activatable dyes or proteins whereas STORM uses 
photoswitchable dye pairs or proteins. Multi-photon microscopy, or MPM, utilizes the principle 
that the probability of two or more photons combining to create an energy transition to a higher 
state and activate a fluorophore is much lower than for a single photon [62, 68, 69]. This greatly 
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reduces the size of the focal spot which provides unprecedented 3D sectioning. By combining 
MPM with longer wavelength excitation, great strides in in vivo deep tissue imaging have been 
made [70, 71]. Although super-resolution fluorescence microscopy has revolutionized biological 
imaging, there is currently no counterpart for the study of materials. Certainly, such a 
development would be revolutionary. 
While SEM and AFM are often used for materials studies, SEM is destructive and AFM is not 
suitable for high-speed dynamics. Most of the exciting high resolution techniques used in bio 
imaging require fluorescent dyes or markers and are not applicable in materials studies. Only 
using DPM can we capture interesting nanoscale dynamics in such adverse environments. 
 
1.6 Dissertation Overview 
Currently, the Quantitative Light Imaging (QLI) group led by Professor Gabriel Popescu works 
on developing transmission-based QPI systems for biomedical applications. The main goal of 
this dissertation is to develop a quantitative phase imaging system that can be used to help 
branch out from biological applications and find new and interesting phenomena to study. The 
applications contained within this dissertation are best classified within the realm of materials 
science. Following this introduction, Chapter 2 will discuss the design, optimization, and 
implementation of DPM systems. Chapter 3 will cover the various DPM applications performed 
using laser illumination. Chapter 4 will then discuss the extension from laser-based DPM 
imaging to the use of broadband sources. Finally, Chapter 5 will give an overview of the final 
system. 
Chapter 2 begins by introducing the experimental setup, discussing the theory behind DPM 
operation. Section 2.2 will walk the reader through the design procedure and explain all of the 
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various constraints. Section 2.3 will explain the post-processing done in software and what is 
required to go from a raw image to the final DPM height map, and Section 2.4 will cover the 
system verification and noise characterization. Chapter 3 will detail the various applications 
performed using laser DPM which include monitoring wet etching, photochemical etching, 
dissolution of biodegradable electronic materials, expansion and deformation of thin-films and 
microstructures, and surface wetting and microdroplet evaporation. Chapter 3 will conclude with 
a summary of collaboration work on semiconductor wafer defect detection. Chapter 4 will begin 
by introducing the wDPM setup, emphasizing that which is different from laser DPM. Section 
4.2 will cover temporal and spatial coherence. Section 4.3 explains the theory of image 
formation in DPM and Section 4.4 convers artifact removal. 
The final chapter will discuss the overall DPM/wDPM system and its deployment for use as a 
multi-user inspection/characterization tool in the Imaging Suite in Beckman Institute for 
Advanced Science and Technology.  
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CHAPTER 2: DIFFRACTION PHASE MICROSCOPY: 
DESIGN, OPTIMIZATION, AND IMPLEMENTATION 
 
 
2.1 Theory 
Figure 2.1 shows a diagram of the DPM add-on module, which can be placed at the output port 
of any conventional light microscope [71]. DPM utilizes a diffraction grating, 4f lens system, 
pinhole filter, and a CCD in order to form a compact Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Under this 
configuration, the interferometer benefits from both the low spatiotemporal noise of common-
path systems as well as the fast acquisition rates from off-axis approaches. 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Diffraction Phase Microscopy (DPM). (a) DPM add-on module, which can be placed at the output port of any 
conventional light microscope. A diffraction grating (G), 4f lens system (L1,L2), and pinhole filter (PF) are used to form a 
compact Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The spatially modulated signal captured by the CCD contains the phase information 
from the imaging field, which allows us to reconstruct the surface topography at high speeds with nanometer accuracy. (b) The 
pinhole filter allows the 0 order image to pass unfiltered and contains a small 10 µm pinhole to filter the +1 order copy of the 
image into a uniform reference beam. Adapted from [2, 15]. 
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Normally, a camera is attached directly to the output of the microscope in order to obtain 
intensity images, but both amplitude and phase are desired. To achieve this, a diffraction grating 
is placed at the output image plane of the microscope, which creates multiple copies of the image 
at specific angles, some of which are captured by the first lens. Here, we are only concerned with 
the 0 and +1 orders which contribute to the final interferogram at the CCD sensor plane. The 
other orders are filtered out by the system either by the initial lens or in the Fourier plane by the 
pinhole filter [15].  
Beginning in the grating plane (denoted by subscript GP), the imaging field can be written as, 
     0 1, , ,
i x
GPU x y U x y U x y e
                                (2.1) 
where 0U  is the 0 order image field and 1U  is the +1 order reference field. Here, 2   , 
where  is the period of the grating. Directly after the grating, the two orders have the same 
spatial distribution, but may have different intensities depending on the diffraction efficiency of 
the grating employed. This is important since a blazed grating is often used such that after 
filtering the +1 order using a small pinhole, the intensities of the two orders are closely matched 
and optimal fringe visibility is obtained [15]. 
Under a 4f configuration, the first lens takes a Fourier transform and directly before the 
pinhole filter in the Fourier plane (denoted by the subscript FP-) we have, 
     0 1, , ,x y x y x yFPU k k U k k U k k                             (2.2a) 
1 1 1 1 1 12 ( ) , 2 ( )        x yk x f x k y f y                (2.2b) 
1 12 2 ( ) ,             x f x x f                         (2.2c) 
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where (x1, y1) are the spatial coordinates in the Fourier plane. Equation (2.2b) shows the change 
in variables between the angular spatial frequencies and their actual free-space location. The 
quantity x  in Eq. (2.2c) gives the physical spacing between the 0 and +1 diffraction orders at 
the Fourier plane. This value is important in the design process and will be re-derived in Section 
2.2 using geometrical optics. Equation (2.2a) shows that, just prior to the pinhole filter, we have 
two Fourier transforms of the image separated in space [15].  
The much brighter +1 order is subsequently filtered down using a small enough pinhole such 
that, after passing through the second lens which takes another Fourier transform, the diffraction 
pattern approaches a plane wave that is sufficiently uniform over the CCD sensor, allowing it to 
serve as the reference beam of the interferometer.  
Immediately after the pinhole filter in the Fourier plane (denoted by the subscript FP+), we 
have,    
       
     
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1 1 1
, , ,
0 ,
*,
, 0,
FPU x y U x y U x y x y
U x y U x y
          
     
  

 
 
                 (2.3) 
where    1 1 10,0 ,U x y     and  0 1 1,U x y   from Eq. (2.3) describe the angular spatial 
frequencies of the reference and image fields respectively [15]. At this point, we have in the 
Fourier plane, one beam carrying the unfiltered original image (0 order) and a second beam 
carrying only the DC content of the original image which will serve as our reference beam (+1 
order).   
Under a 4f configuration, the second lens performs another forward Fourier transform, which 
results in  
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         
    
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
0 1
, , 0,0 ,
, 0,0
. .
1 
  
 
FP
i
U x y U x y U xF T F T
e
y
U U  
       
   

        (2.4a) 
2 22 , 2x f y f                   (2.4b) 
which reveals the resulting field in the camera plane (denoted by the subscript CP) to be,  
      40 4 14, ,
1
0,0 f
x M
CP ff
i
U x y U x M y M U e


   
                (2.5a) 
4 2 1fM f f                                                           (2.5b) 
where terms containing α, ξ, and η have been cancelled and M4f, the magnification of the 4f 
system, has been substituted into Eq. (2.4a). 
In order to derive the irradiance at the camera plane, we first write 0U  and 1U in complex 
analytic form as follows, 
           0 1, ,0 0 1 1, , , , ,
xi ix y y
U x y x y U x yA e A ex y
 
                       (2.6) 
Now, substituting Eq. (2.6) into Eq. (2.5a) yields [15], 
          4 4 40 1/ , / 0,00 4 141, , 0,0f f fx M y M xi i MP ff iCU x y x M y M AA e e e 
 
        (2.7) 
To further simplify, we use the following substitutions: 44 ', 'ffx M x y M y    ,
'
0 0A A  , 
'
1 1A A  on the right-hand side, which leads to, 
     0 1',' '' '0 1, ', '
x yi
C
ii x
PU x y xA e e ey A
                                       (2.8) 
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at the CCD sensor, where we have the interference of two magnified copies of the image, with 
one (the reference) being filtered down to DC, and both being inverted in x and y [15]. This 
inversion occurs because the lenses in fact perform two forward Fourier transforms rather than a 
Fourier transform pair. Therefore, the interferogram measured by the CCD is expressed as 
follows, 
     
     
1 1
22
' '
0 0
' '
', ' , ,
', 2 c, s' o' ' '
CP CP CPI x y U x y U x y
x y x yA A A xA  

  
               (2.9a) 
     0 1 0 1', ' ', ' ', '( ) 2 os 'cCPI x y x y I x y II I x                              (2.9b) 
 0 1', 'x y                                 (2.9c) 
where   is the measured phase,  0 ', 'x y is the desired phase information, and 1  is a 
constant phase value which comes from the reference field [15]. The desired phase can be 
recovered from the modulation (cosine) term, assuming that the phase of the reference field, 1 , 
is uniform [15]. The constant phase offset, 1 , is removed simply by setting the background 
height to zero. 
 
2.2 Design Principles 
The end goal of the DPM design process is to avoid aliasing and perform at optimal resolution. 
Essentially, this is accomplished by ensuring that (1) the grating period is fine enough to separate 
the image and reference fields without overlap and (2) the CCD pixels sufficiently sample the 
image according to the Nyquist criterion. 
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2.2.1 Transverse Resolution 
The transverse resolution limit in DPM, with NAobj and NAcon being the numerical apertures for 
the objective and condenser respectively, is governed by Abbe’s formula (2.10) [55], 
 
1.22
 
( )
1.22
 
obj con
obj
NA NA
NA



 

                                        (2.10) 
where plane wave illumination is assumed, whereby NAcon ≈ 0. Abbe’s formula for the resolution 
limit was calculated according to the Rayleigh criterion where the diffraction spot radius Δρ is 
computed as the distance from the peak to the first zero of the Airy pattern. The resolution of our 
DPM system depends on the objective lens, but ranges from about 700 nm (40X, 0.95 NA) to 5 
μm (5X, 0.13 NA). At a particular illumination wavelength, better resolution can be achieved by 
selecting a higher NA objective. This usually requires a higher magnification objective in order 
to capture the larger range of angles from the sample plane, thereby reducing the field of view. 
2.2.2 Sampling: Grating Period and Pixel Size 
In order for DPM to operate at optimal resolution, the grating period, which essentially samples 
the image, must be sufficiently fine. It would be expected, according to the Nyquist sampling 
theorem, that two grating periods per diffraction spot would be sufficient; however, the 
subsequent theory will show that finer sampling is required. In order to understand the frequency 
content of the raw image collected by DPM, we take the Fourier transform of Eq. (2.9a): 
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where the correlation property:        
*
*
0 00 0, , , ,x y x yU x y U x y U k k U k k ⓥ , shifting 
property: 
'e ),(i x x yk k
   , and convolution property: 
   * ' 00 1 1 (, ,e , )x x y xi yU UU x y U k k k k   ⓥ  of Fourier transforms where employed. Also, it 
is assumed that 1U  is uniform after passing through the pinhole filter, such that 
2
11 1 ( )* ,x yU kUU k .  
Figure 2.2 shows the sample plane representation of the Fourier transform of a typical raw 
image captured using DPM.  As a result of interference [Eqs. (2.9a) and (2.11)], the radii of the 
central lobe and two side lobes are 2k0NAobj and k0NAobj respectively. To prevent aliasing due to 
overlap between the central and side lobes in the Fourier plane, the grating modulation frequency 
must be selected such that, 
β ≥ 3k0NAobj                                                                                   (2.12a) 
where 
2
 objM

 

 is the modulation frequency represented in the sample plane,   is the grating 
period, and 
objM  is the microscope magnification. Substituting this quantity into Eq. (2.12a) and 
solving for yields, 
  
3
obj
obj
M
NA

                                                         (2.12b) 
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Figure 2.2: DPM sampling criteria. The Fourier transform of the DPM interferogram captured by the CCD contains a central 
lobe with radius 2k0NAobj and two side lobes with radii k0NAobj. To prevent aliasing and allow proper reconstruction of the 
surface topography, two conditions must hold: (1) the modulation frequency due to the grating, β must be ≥ 3k0NAobj and (2) the 
sampling frequency due to the camera pixels, ks must be ≥ 2(β + k0NAobj) . (a) Aliasing as a result of the grating period being too 
large. (b) Grating period is small enough to avoid aliasing. (c) Sampling by the CCD pixels does not meet the Nyquist criterion 
resulting in aliasing even if the grating period is chosen correctly. (d) The grating period is small enough to push the modulation 
outside the central lobe and sampling by the CCD pixels satisfies the Nyquist criterion; no aliasing occurs. Adapted from [15]. 
which provides the upper bound for selecting the grating period. Further, substituting Eq. (2.10) 
into Eq. (2.12b) allows us to express the maximum grating period in terms of the diffraction spot. 
 
3.66
obj
M
                                                       (2.12c) 
This important criterion states that 3.66 grating fringes are required per diffraction spot radius in 
order to avoid aliasing and allow DPM to perform with the optimal resolution. 
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Aside from the constraint on the maximum allowable grating period, which is required to 
prevent overlap between the central and side lobes, the camera pixels must also sample the image 
according to the Nyquist theorem. This condition can be stated as,  
  ks ≥ 2kmax = 2(β + k0NAobj)                                               (2.13) 
where ks is the sampling frequency of the camera pixels. Now, let 
2
4
1
f
f
M
f
  be the 
magnification of the 4f lens system that images the grating upon the CCD sensor. This 
magnification can be used to adjust the grating period relative to the pixel size at the various 
conjugate image planes. If we denote the physical width of the camera pixels as a, the Nyquist 
criterion, which is the constraint necessary to avoid aliasing due to pixel sampling, can be 
rewritten as, 
  4 0
2
   2s obj f objk M M k NA
a

     (2.14a) 
Solving for 
4  fM then yields, 
4
1 1
  2  
obj
f
obj
NA
M a
M
 
  
  
                                              (2.14b) 
Once the wavelength range of the source and the period of the grating have been chosen, the 
lenses for the 4f system can be selected to avoid aliasing for the various objectives that may be 
used with the microscope.  The field of view (FOV) should also be considered when selecting 
the lenses. This topic is covered in the next subsection. Given that Eq. (2.12b) holds and,  
4
8
  
3
f
a
M 

                                                     (2.14c) 
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then the Nyquist sampling criterion will be met. Equation (2.14c) states that having 2.67 or more 
pixels per fringe is a sufficient condition. This provides a convenient rule of thumb for the lower 
bound on the 4f magnification, but a slightly smaller 4f magnification can actually be used by 
following (2.14b). 
2.2.3 Field of View 
The FOV is decided by the number of pixels in the image, the physical pixel size, and the overall 
magnification of the system. The FOV is computed by mapping the CCD pixels back to the 
sample plane. The FOV (in the sample plane) for an m x n image is then, 
4
[ , ]
obj f
a
FOV m n
M M
                                                (2.15) 
where the n columns and m rows represent the x and y components respectively. 
2.2.4 Fourier Plane Spacing 
The grating period, wavelength of the source, and focal length of the first lens dictate the 
physical spacing in the Fourier plane between the two orders, which needs to be computed in 
order to properly design and build the physical filter. The grating equation can be written as 
follows,  
sin

 

m m                                                        (2.16a) 
where m is the diffraction order and normal incidence is assumed. It is assumed that the distance 
between the grating and the first lens is approximately equal to its focal length, f1, and that the 
physical separation of the 0 and +1 orders, Δx, after passing through L1 and reaching the Fourier 
plane remain nearly constant. Using simple trigonometry, 
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f
                                                       (2.16b) 
Under the small angle approximation, which is accurate for our system, 
tan sin  
m m m              (2.16c) 
Combining Eq. (2.2-7c) with Eq. (2.2-7a) and solving for Δx yields, 
1 
f
x

 

                               (2.17) 
Note that this equation is identical to Eq. (2.2c) and is needed in the design of the pinhole filter. 
To avoid clipping the beam, Δx should be small enough such that the 0 and +1 orders fit 
completely within the first lens (L1) with the 0 order passing through the center of the lens to 
minimize aberration of the image order. This occurs when the following condition is satisfied, 
1  
obj
obj
NA
NA
M

 

                                                       (2.18) 
where the first term on the right-hand side is due to the physical spacing (Δx) of the orders and 
the second term comes from the beam width which, in the Fourier plane, is determined by the 
maximum scattering angle collected by the objective.  
2.2.5 Pinhole Size 
A small manufactured pinhole is used to low-pass filter the +1 order copy of the image into the 
reference beam and a larger cutout is used to allow the full 0 order image to pass unfiltered. The 
pinhole diameter should be small enough, such that after the second lens takes another Fourier 
transform, the resulting diffraction pattern is sufficiently uniform over the entire FOV. Assuming 
a plane wave passing through a circular aperture (pinhole filter) of diameter D and subsequently 
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undergoing a Fourier transform via L2, the following Fraunhofer diffraction pattern is created at 
the CCD sensor: 
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   (2.19) 
where 0I  is the peak intensity, 1J  is a Bessel function of the first kind, 
2 2x y   is the 
cylindrical radial coordinate,   is the mean wavelength of the source, and 2f is the focal length 
of lens L2 [4].  
By equating the argument of the jinc function to the coordinate of the first zero, we can solve 
for the radius of the central lobe, ρ. 
2
3.83
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f
 

                                                        (2.20a) 
2 2 3.83 1.22
f f
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 


                               (2.20b) 
This is essentially a re-derivation of Abbe’s formula. In general, the diameter of the central lobe 
should be at least four times larger than the diagonal dimension of the CCD sensor, which 
ensures that the reference field is sufficiently uniform. We will write this factor as 4  . A CCD 
is typically comprised of a rectangular sensor with square pixels, and the diagonal dimension of 
the CCD can be written in terms of the image dimensions as follows, 
2 2 d a m n                                                      (2.21a) 
We can then write the condition for a uniform reference field as, 
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Solving for the pinhole diameter yields, 
22.44 D
d
f

                                                               (2.21c) 
This provides an upper bound on the required pinhole size in order for DPM to work properly. 
Using a smaller pinhole will make the reference more uniform, but will reduce the intensity in 
the reference beam, which may degrade fringe visibility if the intensity of the two orders are 
poorly matched. As mentioned above, a blazed grating can be used to better match the 
intensities, but in general, the pinhole should be just small enough to get a uniform reference 
beam at the camera plane while keeping the intensity as high as possible. 
To avoid unwanted clipping at the second lens, the 0 order and the filtered +1 order should fit 
completely within the second lens. This occurs when the following condition is satisfied, 
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                                                (2.22a) 
Since only a portion of the overlapping orders actually make it to the CCD sensor, this condition 
is not necessary. Assuming Eq. (2.21c) is upheld, a more relaxed condition is, 
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
                                                (2.22b) 
An important figure of merit that we developed defines the ratio between the unscattered and 
scattered light beam radii in the Fourier plane [57]. This quantitatively describes the amount of 
coupling between the DC and AC components, which, ideally, should be minimal in order to 
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allow for proper reconstruction of the sample’s surface. This also relates to the spatial coherence 
of the illumination which will be covered in detail in Chapter 4 [15]. This figure of merit can be 
written as, 
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                                                  (2.23a) 
This can be expressed, in the sample plane, as the ratio of the diffraction spot diameter to the 
field of view diagonal diameter as follows, 
 
diagonal
2Δρ
η=
FOV
  (2.23b) 
When the ratio is 1, the FOV is circumscribed by the diffraction spot, which means that only the 
DC signal is measured. As this ratio approaches zero, more and more detail can be observed 
within the FOV.  
Table 2.1 summarizes the design equations for DPM, which can be used to select the 
components of the system [55]. The general rules, which prevent aliasing and provide optimal 
resolution, are that there should be at least 2.67 pixels per fringe and 3.6 fringes per diffraction 
spot radius. First, the grating period should be chosen to meet the conditions for all microscope 
objectives in use. Then, the lenses for the 4f system should be chosen based on the grating period 
and physical size of the camera pixels. The FOV should then be computed to ensure that it is 
adequate for the proposed range of applications. The first lens L1 should be chosen to have an 
NA large enough to allow the two orders used in imaging to fit through the lens without clipping 
while the 0 order passes through the center. The physical pinhole used to create the reference 
beam should have a small enough diameter to create a uniform reference image over the entire  
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Table 2.1: DPM Design Equations 
Equation Description 
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FOV. Finally, the numerical aperture of the second lens L2 should be large enough for the lens to 
capture both beams completely, or at least the portions which make it to the CCD sensor. 
2.3 Phase Reconstruction 
Before imaging a new sample, it is always preferable to first collect a calibration image. A 
calibration image (also called a background image) is taken of a flat, featureless portion of the 
sample and used to subtract the background curvature and shift-invariant noise from the image. 
If there is not a flat region the size of the FOV or larger available to the user, then the curvature 
must be removed by subtracting a fit of the background from the original image. Unfortunately, 
this approach will not remove the background noise. If features in the image are large compared 
to the FOV, they will disrupt the standard surface fit. In this case, they should be cropped out or 
masked so that only the background curvature is removed. 
In order to illustrate the post-processing procedure, we captured an image of one of our 
standard control samples using the Zeiss Z2 Axio Imager microscope with DPM add-on module 
[15]. The control samples are n+ GaAs micropillars of varying diameters and heights. This 
particular micropillar has a diameter of 75 μm and a height of 110 nm. A 10X objective was used 
resulting in a FOV of 125 x 170 μm2. Figure 2.3(a) is a typical calibration image taken from a 
flat featureless region of the sample and Fig. 2.3(b) shows the raw image of the micropillar [15]. 
The grating period is only 333 nm in the sample plane which makes the fringes difficult to see 
with the naked eye. Since the grating is in a conjugate image plane, any scratches or defects on 
its surface will appear perfectly in focus in each of the raw images. Here, three distinct scratches 
can be seen in identical locations in both images. These will not be present in the final processed 
image after background subtracted is performed (see Figs. 2.5 and 2.6). Figure 2.3(c) shows a 
zoomed-in portion of the calibration image in Fig. 2.3(a) taken from within the dotted rectangle. 
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Here, no shift in the fringes is present since the surface is flat. Figure 2.3(d) shows a similar 
image, but taken from the dotted rectangle in (b). Here, a clear shift in the fringes is present due 
to the step change in height at the pillar’s edge. The distance shifted by the fringes is 
proportional to the change in optical path length, from which we can compute the height with 
nanometer accuracy [15].  
 
Figure 2.3: Raw images. (a) Calibration/background image taken from a flat featureless portion of the sample. (b) Raw image of 
micropillar (control sample). (c) Zoomed-in image taken from the dotted rectangle in (a), showing no shift in the fringes. (d) 
Zoomed-in image taken from the dotted rectangle in (b) showing a shift in the fringes due to the height change at the pillar’s 
edge. The shift in the fringes is proportional to the change in the optical pathlength. Both scale bars are 40 µm. Adapted from [2, 
15]. 
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Figure 2.4 illustrates the demodulation process in DPM [15]. First, the Fourier transform of 
the raw image is computed using an FFT2 in MATLAB [Fig. 2.4(a)]. Next, a band-pass filter 
centered at xk   with a radius equal to 0 objk NA  can be used to extract the modulated signal 
[Fig. 2.4(b)]. Finally, the filtered modulated signal can be brought back to baseband using a 
circshift function [Fig. 2.4(c)]. This is done separately for both the calibration image and the 
image of interest.  
The background subtraction is then done by dividing the complex field of the image by that of 
the calibration, which results in a subtraction of the phases, and also removes background noise 
and the tilt induced by the off-axis approach  [15]. The phase is extracted by taking the angle of 
the resulting field and, if necessary, phase unwrapping can be performed using the Goldstein 
algorithm, which provides a compromise between speed and accuracy [42, 72]. The height is 
simply proportional to the phase. If the index of the surrounding medium in known (air: n = 1, 
etchant: n = 1.33, etc.), then the height can be computed as follows, 
 
  0,
,
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x y
h x y
n
 



                                                   (2.24) 
Figure 2.4: Demodulation of DPM signal. (a) Fourier transform of raw image. (b) The modulated signal can be picked out 
using a bandpass filter and (c) brought back to baseband where the phase can be extracted and used to reconstruct the surface 
topography. Adapted from [2, 15]. 
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While this equation is valid in transmission, an additional factor of 2 must be used in reflection 
to account for the double pass, since the light travels to the surface and back before being 
collected by the objective. In other word, for reflection, we can just replace h with 2h. 
Once the background curvature is removed and the phase is converted to height, the 
background is offset to a height of zero. This is done by computing the average value of the 
background and simply shifting all height values in the image by that amount. This can also be 
done during the surface fitting and curvature removal but with less user control. Figure 2.5 
shows the final processed image and its corresponding cross-section [15].  Notice that the 
background is very clean and the scratches from the grating emphasized in Fig. 2.3 have been 
successfully removed. 
A digital band-pass filter (BPF) contains abrupt edges which produce ringing, a windowing 
effect that is clearly visible in Fig. 2.5. The concentric circles surrounding the pillar are image 
artifacts and disturb the recorded surface topography. By using a hybrid filter, which is 
comprised of a the digital BPF with apodized edges, the windowing effect can be greatly 
reduced. In order to obtain optimal results, the following procedure can be followed: (1) decrease 
the radius of the ideal BPF, starting from 
0 objk NA , until the quantitative values begin to change, 
then increase the radius by a pixel or two; (2) select the width and standard deviation of the 
Figure 2.5: Surface topography obtained via DPM. (a) Height map and (b) corresponding cross-section showing height and 
diameter of measured micropillar. Adapted from [2, 15]. 
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Gaussian edge so that it begins at the edge of the digital BPF and decays almost to zero at the 
edge of the diffraction spot in the Fourier domain (
0 objk NA ). This procedure will minimize the 
ringing effect and retain the proper quantitative values. Figure 2.6(a) shows a top-down view of 
the micropillar from Fig. 2.5, which uses a standard digital BPF. Figure 2.6(b) shows the results 
using the optimized hybrid filter, which reveals a clear reduction in ringing as well as 
Figure 2.6: Software filter optimization in DPM. (a) Height map obtained using a standard digital bandpass filter (BPF) during 
demodulation. (b) Height map processed using optimized hydrid filter with apodized edges. For both sets of images, region 1 is a 
cross-sectional profile of the micropillar taken along the vertical line indicated in the height map. Region 2 indicates the noise 
and roughness on top of the pillar, and region 3 indicates the background region near the edge of the micropillar where ringing is 
most prominent. Using the optimized filter, a clear reduction in the ringing and noise is obtained while maintaining the proper 
quantitative height values. This is not possible using an abrupt BPF or a Gaussian alone, a combination must be employed. 
Adapted from [15]. 
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background noise. In fact, a 50% reduction in the spatial noise near the edges of the pillar is 
observed from the standard deviation and histogram in region 3. Note also that the filtering does 
not change the measured width and the height is still correct to within a fraction of a nanometer. 
Using a digital bandpass or Gaussian filter independently will not produce such results, a 
combination is required. There is a plethora of filters (Bartlett, Hamming, Hann, etc.) available 
for solving such problems, but the hybrid filter still gives the desired improvements and seems to 
be the most user-friendly. 
2.4 Noise Characterization and System Verification 
To measure the spatial and temporal noise floors of the system, we acquired two sets of 256 
images at 8.93 frames/s from a plain, unprocessed n+ GaAs wafer. The two sequences were 
taken from completely different portions of the sample to ensure that the two were not correlated 
spatially. A 10X objective with a 0.25 numerical aperture was used, which provided a lateral 
resolution of 2.6 µm and a FOV of 160 x 120 µm
2
. One sequence was averaged over all 256 
images to obtain an “average” calibration image, which was then used as the calibration for  each 
of the other 256 images, which were then processed individually. Figure 2.7(a) shows the 
topography of a flat, unprocessed n+ GaAs wafer obtained via epi-DPM. Ideally, the measured 
height should be zero everywhere, but some variation exists due to noise. The root-mean-square 
(RMS) standard deviation of a single frame was computed as 2.8 nm, which serves to quantify 
the spatial noise floor. Note that the roughness of a typical wafer is about 0.3 nm. To assess the 
temporal noise, we computed the standard deviation for each pixel over the entire 256 frame 
sequence as shown in Fig. 2.7(b). The mean standard deviation for the resulting image represents 
the temporal noise floor of our system, which was measured to be 0.6 nm. The sub-nanometer 
temporal stability is possible only under common-path configurations such as this. To avoid 
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confusion, please note that Fig. 2.7(a) shows height, whereas Fig. 2.7(b) shows standard 
deviation. 
Images of our micropillar control samples where used to verify the epi-DPM imaging system. 
Figures 2.7(a) and (b) show the epi-DPM height map and corresponding histogram. The pillar 
height was computed from the histogram to be 122.0  0.1 nm. All measured dimensions were 
subsequently verified using the Tencor Alpha-Step 200 surface profiler and the Hitachi S-4800 
scanning electron microscope (SEM). The measured heights were correct to within the 2.8 nm 
spatial noise floor and all lateral dimensions were accurate to within the 2.6 µm diffraction spot.  
Figure 2.7: Noise characterization & system verification. (a) Height image of a plain unprocessed n+ GaAs wafer. The heights 
should ideally be zero in all locations. The standard deviation of the height provides a measure of the spatial noise. (b) Image of 
the standard deviation of each pixel over the entire 256 frame sequence, which provides a measure of the system’s temporal 
noise. (c) Height map of our micropillar control sample. (d) Histogram of (c) used to extract pillar height. All measured 
dimensions were verified using the Tencor Alpha-Step 200 surface profiler and the Hitachi S-4800 scanning electron microscope 
(SEM). All measured heights were accurate to within the spatial noise floor and all lateral dimensions were accurate to within the 
diffraction spot. Adapted from [42]. 
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CHAPTER 3: DIFFRACTION PHASE MICROSCOPY FOR 
MATERIALS SCIENCE APPLICATIONS 
 
 
3.1 Watching Semiconductors Etch 
3.1.1 Introduction 
Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of the laser DPM system, which contains 3 different light paths. 
Two of the light paths are used for imaging in either transmission or reflection modes, which 
allow the user to accommodate both transparent and opaque samples. Transmission and 
reflection can even operate simultaneously, although this option has not yet been explored in 
great detail. The third and final light path is used for photochemical etching. 
Figure 3.1: Laser DPM setup used for photochemical etching and imaging. The DPM imaging light path is indicated by the 
dotted lines. The raw DPM images are collected using CCD2. The setup can operate in either transmission or reflection in order 
to accommodate both transparent and reflective samples. The PC etching light path is indicated by the solid lines. CCD1 is used 
to align and focus the projected image onto the sample’s surface. 
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The DPM imaging system can be implemented using a wide variety of sources including both 
monochromatic and broadband illumination. Lasers spanning the visible and infrared portions of 
the spectrum have been employed, as well as halogen lamps and even supercontinuum lasers 
[15]. Our current laser DPM setup uses a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser operating at 532 nm. 
The multi-mode laser is coupled into a single-mode fiber, collimated, and aligned to the input 
port of the microscope. By using this approach, we can select the beam width and use the center 
of the single-mode pattern, where it is uniform, for imaging. Furthermore, this modular design 
decouples the input from the microscope itself, allowing us to use kinematic mounts at the fiber 
coupler and collimator to tune the input alignment and easily switch out the laser and fiber if a 
different wavelength is desired. We have also worked with a 405 nm diode laser, which provides 
superior stability but possess significantly lower power.  
In transmission mode, the DPM input is a collimated beam which passes through the collector 
lens and is focused onto the condenser aperture, which even when fully closed, does not obstruct 
the highly spatially coherent laser beam which can be considered a Dirac-delta function in this 
conjugate Fourier plane. In practice, it is a very narrow Gaussian if aligned properly. The 
condenser lens then produces a collimated beam in the sample plane. 
In reflection mode, the epi-DPM input is also a collimated beam, essentially identical to that 
in transmission, and is captured by the collector lens. In reflection, however, there is no 
condenser and the beam is focused on the front (using reflection mode convention) focal plane of 
the objective. The objective lens then produces a collimated beam at the sample plane, which is 
essential for proper quantitative phase imaging. The primary difference between the transmitted 
and reflected light paths for DPM imaging, is that the reflection mode does not contain a 
condenser and the light travels through the objective twice. An aperture diaphragm (not shown) 
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is included in the microscope’s reflected light path (epi-train) in order to allow the user to control 
the beam width in the Fourier plane in reflection in the same way that they would using the 
condenser in transmission mode. These apertures are essential to the microscope’s operation and 
are used to adjust the collimation and spatial coherence of the microscope’s light source, but are 
not as useful when using a highly coherent laser source as discussed in this chapter. Spatial 
coherence and the effects of the condenser and aperture diaphragms will be covered in great 
detail when white light illumination (wDPM) and the overall DPM/wDPM system in Chapters 4 
and 5.  
After the sample plane, both transmission and reflection modes are identical, sharing the same 
microscope components. Light from the sample plane is collected by the objective and focused 
onto its back focal plane (using transmission convention). A beam splitter and pair of tube lenses 
then collect the light and send a collimated beam through the two output ports of the microscope. 
A focused image appears at a set distance such that a CCD camera can be attached to the scope 
allowing for intensity images. CCD1 is used to align and focus the projected pattern used for PC 
etching onto the sample’s surface, and will be discussed further in Section 3.2. The DPM add-on 
module is then placed so that the ruled surface of the diffraction grating is in the microscopes 
natural output image plane. The raw DPM images are then collected by CCD2. The light path for 
the DPM imaging is indicated by the dotted lines and the light path for the PC etching is shown 
using solid lines. As displayed in Fig. 2.1, the DPM pinhole filter allows the 0 order imaging 
field to pass through unfiltered and the +1 order imaging field is filtered down using a small 10 
µm pinhole to create a uniform reference field at CCD2. Details on the operation of the DPM 
add-on module were discussed in Chapter 2. 
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3.1.2 Sample Preparation and Procedures 
The low spatiotemporal noise discussed in Chapter 2 allows the DPM system to perform highly 
accurate measurements of nanoscale phenomena under a wide variety of environmental 
conditions. Using DPM, we were able to monitor the wet etching process in real-time, which is 
of great importance in the semiconductor fabrication industry [15, 19, 52, 53]. A sample was 
prepared for etching by first using plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) to 
deposit 50 nm of silicon dioxide onto the surface of an n+ GaAs wafer. The University of Illinois 
logo was then patterned using SPR511A photoresist and subsequently transferred onto the oxide 
via reactive ion etching (RIE) with Freon gases [42]. 
The prepared sample was propped upside down on a hand-crafted glass pedestal within a Petri 
dish containing an optically flat bottom conducive to imaging applications. This configuration is 
required when using an inverted microscope and also allows the etchant to diffuse underneath to 
the sample’s patterned surface. Once the sample was in place, 10 mL of deionized (DI) water 
was added into the dish and the mask pattern was brought into the field of view. Once the sample 
was properly focused, three drops of a dilute 1:1:50 solution of H3PO4:H2O2:H2O were pipetted 
into the Petri dish and a video was acquired at 8.93 frames/s for a total of 44.8 seconds, which 
resulted in 400 total frames [42].  
3.1.3 Experimental Results 
Figure 3.2 contains frames selected over a 30 s interval, from 14-44 s, from the acquired etching 
video [42]. The University of Illinois logo begins to appear at about 14 s, once the etchant 
diffuses into the FOV and begins removing atoms from the unmasked regions. The etching 
initially occurs in the top-left portion of the FOV where the bulk of the etchant first enters the 
region. The etch depths recorded by DPM exhibit the spatial heterogeneities that occur as the 
etchant diffuses diagonally toward the bottom-right corner and eventually becomes uniform as 
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the etch progresses. Further inspection reveals that the narrow regions within the logo etch at a 
slower rate than the open regions. This phenomenon is due to the fact that the local etchant is 
used up more quickly in the narrow trenches, where it becomes diffusion-limited, requiring new 
etchant to diffuse into that region and replace the byproducts before etching ensues. In contrast, 
the open regions remain reaction-limited and etching persists at a faster rate. It is also important 
to note that dissolution of the oxide mask over the course of the 45 s etch can be considered 
negligible, since the etch rate of SiO2 deposited with PECVD using such a dilute solution is less 
than 1 nm/min [95]. 
Figure 3.2: Watching semiconductors etch. The University of Illinois logo was patterned onto an n+ GaAs wafer using a SiO2 
mask. The sample was placed in a petri dish with 10 mL of deionized (DI) water and place under the microscope. Three drops of 
1:1:50 H3PO4:H2O2:H2O were then pipetted into each side of the dish. A 5x objective was used for monitoring the etch, resulting 
in a field of view of 320 μm x 240 μm. The video was acquired at 8.93 frames/s. It took roughly 10 seconds for the etchant to 
diffuse into the field of view and begin etching. Still frames over a 30 second interval from 14-44 seconds are displayed showing 
the dynamics of the etching process. Diffusion of the etchant from the top-left corner to the bottom-right corner is observed. 
Adapted from [15, 42]. 
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Figure 3.3(a) shows the logo’s topography after the etching process was complete [42]. Figure 
3.3(b) displays the time-resolved etch depths at specific pixels as indicated by the markers in Fig. 
3.3(a) [42]. Since the etch depth is tracked in a spatially and temporally resolved manner, we are 
able to compute the instantaneous etch rates at each pixel at any instance in time. Figures 3.7(c-
e) show the etch rates over the entire field of view at selected moments throughout the etch and 
Fig. 3.7(f) displays the overall etch rate, averaged over the full 45 s [42]. This data set contains 
pertinent details about the wet etching process, revealing non-uniformities in the etch rate which 
are most likely created by random fluctuations in the concentration of the etching solution. In 
Figure 3.3: Analysis of real-time etching dynamics. (a) Final depth profile after etching was completed. (b) Plot of etching 
depths over time to show variation of depths and etch rates at points indicated in (a). (c-e) Etch rates at each pixel across the field 
of view at frame 150 (16.8 s), frame 250 (28.0 s), and frame 350 (39.2 s). (f) Overall etch rate averaged over the entire etch 
process. Heterogeneities of both the etch depth and etch rate were tracked in real-time using epi-DPM. Adapted from [15, 42]. 
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fact, the etch rate is observed to vary by several nm/s in locations separated by only a few 
microns in space at any given instance in time, or at times separated by only a few seconds at a 
particular pixel [42]. 
3.1.4 Conclusions 
The epi-DPM etch depth tracker allows us to perform non-destructive real-time monitoring of 
the wet etching process with nanometer accuracy. This breakthrough paves the way for the 
construction of a multi-user cleanroom inspection/characterization tool for wet etching, which 
could provide the user with live etch depth and etch rate info. This would allow for closer 
investigation of a recipe’s performance, leading to improvements in the etch quality and of 
course the overall yield. Furthermore, the ability to accurately quantify non-uniformities in real-
time opens up the possibility for on-the-fly adjustments to the recipe using either automated 
feedback or user control where the etchant concentration can be modified as needed [42].  
 
3.2 Digital Projection Photochemical Etching 
3.2.1 Introduction 
Photochemical etching (PC etching) is a low-cost semiconductor fabrication technique that uses 
light in combination with the standard etching solution in order to produce grayscale features. 
When light with sufficient energy is incident on a semiconductor’s surface, the absorbed photons 
generate minority carriers, some of which diffuse to the surface and provide additional energy to 
help catalyze the chemical etching process. By varying the irradiance and wavelength (color) of 
the incident light, the etch rate for a given material/etchant combination can be precisely 
controlled.  
Historically, photochemical [42] and photoelectrochemical [73-75] etching have been 
employed to obtain more desirable etch selectivity between various III-V semiconductor 
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materials. Laser-assisted wet etching, which generally requires the aid of proximity masking for 
competitive results, has been used to fabricate a variety of interesting structures [76-78]. While 
grayscale masks can be used with conventional lithography to create grayscale and multi-level 
structures, they are very expensive and often require several iterative purchases as the process is 
refined. Direct writing and laser scanning techniques have become more popular in recent times, 
which can create highly complex structures using lasers as the etching tool rather than expensive 
grayscale masks [79-81]. However, as the technology advances, serial writing techniques such as 
this, require more sophisticated controllers and higher precision scanning equipment which 
continue to drive up the costs. Furthermore, the throughput is still rather limited due the required 
scan time. Sub-micron gratings and nanowires, with features smaller than the conventional 
diffraction limit, have also been fabricated using the interference of multiple laser beams [82-
85]. 
Our lab has recently developed a new technique called digital projection photochemical 
etching, where a standard classroom projector is used to shrink down and focus a grayscale 
image very precisely onto the sample’s surface, where the light itself is used to define the etching 
regions (see Fig. 3.1) [81, 86-88]. This maskless approaches completely eliminates the need for 
conventional photolithography which requires a series of meticulous and time-consuming steps 
for each desired etch depth including spin coating photoresist (PR), aligning, exposing, 
developing, etching, and degreasing. This new technique allows us to etch complicated grayscale 
and multi-level structures in a single processing step, which is impossible using conventional 
methods [2, 15, 43]. The projected pattern may also be altered dynamically during the etching 
process, where the color (or wavelength) and intensity of the projected light can be adjusted to 
control etch rates and provide both spatial and material selectivity.  
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3.2.2 Setup and Calibration 
The PC etching setup as shown back in Fig. 3.1 is comprised of a classroom projector, 3 lens 
system, and a beam splitter [43]. The three lenses have focal lengths of f0 = 7.5 cm, f1 = 100 cm, 
and f2 = 30 cm. The distance from L0 to L1 is d01 = 17.5 cm and the separation between the 
second and third lenses is d12 = 160 cm. These values were chosen in order to get the desired 
pixel size in the sample plane given our two design constraints: (1) the intermediate image 
focused in the field aperture plane of the microscope must be at least 30 cm away from the final 
lens since the lenses cannot be placed inside the microscope, and (2) the first lens, L0, having a 
2” diameter, must be placed less than 10 cm away from the projector lens so that the entire 
projector beam passes through. Under this configuration, the magnification from inside the 
projector to the object plane is Mp0 = 1.59 and the magnification from the object plane to the 
conjugate field plane inside the microscope is M12 = 0.25. Using a 10X objective with Mobj = 0.1, 
the overall magnification from inside the projector to the sample plane is M = 0.04, resulting in 
the desired 3 pixels/μm in the sample plane. Since the diffraction spot radius is 1.6 μm, each 
pixel is blurred sufficiently, eliminating any pixilation in the etched pattern. It is possible to use 
three pixels per diffraction spot diameter, allowing for a maximum FOV, while limiting 
pixilation. 
Once the PC etching setup was incorporated into the DPM microscope and the alignment was 
complete, the next step was to calibrate the lateral dimensions and determine the etch rates for 
the various colors and gray-levels given a specific material/etchant combination. The lateral 
dimension were determined by imaging a control sample with known dimensions, measuring the 
pixel width, and finding the conversion factor from pixels on the projected pattern to microns in 
the sample plane. The experimentally determined conversion factor matched the value expected 
from the design of the PC etching system. 
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In order to quantify the etch rates, a mask pattern was created in Microsoft PowerPoint using 
the standard 8-bit RGB color scheme. Figure 3.4(a) shows the projected pattern which is made 
up of eight 30 μm squares containing gray-levels of 32, 64, 96, 128, 160, 192, 224, and 255 for 
each color [43]. Prior to etching, the n+ GaAs sample was immersed in a petri dish containing 10 
mL of 1:1:50 H3PO4:H2O2:H2O which was set on the microscope stage directly under the long 
working distance (16.1 mm) 10X, 0.2 NA objective used for the etching. The long working 
distance is required to avoid contact between the objective and the etching solution. First, the 
sample’s edge was brought into focus using the microscope eye-piece. The projected pattern was 
subsequently brought into focus by adjusting L2 and observing the sample and pattern on CCD1. 
Once the sample and projected image were both in focus, the projected image was moved to the 
desired location on the sample (away from its edge) and the attenuator was adjusted from 0.4% 
to 100% intensity. The etch was performed for a total of 30 s. A dilute solution was chosen to 
help minimize the dark etch rate (1.12 nm/s) and achieve minimal background etching during 
Figure 3.4: Etch rate test. (a) Pattern focused onto sample’s surface. Eight squares of 32, 64, 96, 128, 160, 192, 224, and 255 
were made of red, blue and green. A 30 sec photochemical etch was performed using a solution of 1:1:50 H3PO4:H2O2:H2O. (b) 
Etched squares corresponding to gray-levels indicated in (a). Etching was done using an LD 10X, 0.2 NA objective and imaging 
was done using a 5X, 0.13 NA objective via epi-DPM. (c) Etch rates at each gray-level for each color. (d) Etch rates versus 
photon flux for each color. The background etching (dark etch rate) was 1.12 nm/s. Adapted from [43]. 
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alignment. After the 30 seconds, the sample was cleaned using a standard degreasing procedure, 
placed back in the microscope, and imaged using epi-DPM with a 5X, 0.13 NA objective. 
The resulting etch is shown in Fig. 3.4(b) [43]. The mean and standard deviation of the etch 
depth was measured for each square and used to compute the differential etch rates. The 
measured background (dark) etch rate was then added to the differential etch rate to obtain the 
absolute etch rate. Figure 3.4(c) plots the absolute etch rate vs. gray-level for each of the three 
colors. A slight increase in roughness was observed at higher intensities as indicated by the 
longer error bars, which depict the standard deviation. The known etch rates were then used to 
choose the etch times and gray-levels required for a desired feature height in all subsequent 
etches [43].  
To provide etch rates independent of our particular setup, we measured the power of the 
incident light using the Newport Optical Power Meter 1918-C and divided the irradiance by the 
energy per photon to compute the photon flux. The etch rate versus photon flux is shown in Fig. 
3.4(d) [43]. A separation in the etch rates for the different colors is apparent. The bandgap of 
GaAs is Eg = 1.43 eV, where the cutoff wavelength for absorption is λmax = 868 nm. The 
absorption coefficient for GaAs at 633 nm, 532 nm, and 488 nm is 3.93 x 10
4
 cm
-1
, 7.94 x 10
4
 
cm
-1, 
1.24 x 10
5
 cm
-1
 respectively and the skin depth for these wavelengths is 255 nm, 126 nm, 
81 nm [43]. On a per photon basis, the shorter wavelength light generates carriers closer to the 
surface, which results in faster etch rates. When using H3PO4:H2O2:H2O to etch n+ GaAs, the 
hydrogen peroxide initiates the reaction by oxidizing the GaAs. The phosphoric acid can then 
come in and remove the resulting oxide. Deionized water, of course, acts as the diluent which 
helps minimize the unwanted dark etching. The exact ratio of constituents has a marked effect on 
the etch rates, whether the solution is diffusion or reaction limited, as well as the surface 
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roughness. At low gray-levels, the etching process is reaction-limited, where minority carriers 
(holes) are required for the oxidation process. At higher gray-levels, the etch rate begins to 
saturate and the process becomes diffusion-limited, where the local reagents are being consumed 
faster than new species can diffuse back into the surface regions. To achieve the highest quality 
results, gray-levels were kept below 200 for subsequent etches, avoiding saturation effects. 
The next step in the characterization process was to determine the etch feature resolution 
using our new digital projection photochemical etching system. Mask patterns containing 
selected portions of the USAF-1951 target were created for each color with feature sizes ranging 
from 16 µm down to 1.2 µm [89]. The targets were made up of rectangles of various widths, 
with some at 2.38 μm, 2 μm and 1.68 μm, near our resolution limit. All colors produced 
resolvable strucutres at 2.38 and 2 μm, but not at 1.68 μm. Results from the green mask were 
chosen to represent our typical etch feature resolution. The mask in Fig. 3.5(a) used a grey-level 
of 96 for the green background and the 0 for the rectangular features. Low gray-levels were 
selected to minimize roughness. This mask configuration results in a differential etch rate of 2.75 
nm/s. A 36 second etch was then performed following the procedure described above. A 5X, 
0.13 NA objective, resulting in a 250 x 335 μm2 field of view, was used to capture an image of 
the entire etched pattern as shown in Fig. 3.5(b) [43]. Here the resolution is limited by the 
imaging optics and the true etch feature resolution is not apparent. A zoomed-in image was then 
taken from the dotted rectangle shown in the top-left corner of Fig. 3.5(b) using a 20X, 0.8 NA 
objective (800 nm resolution). Using green light, the 2 μm features are clearly resolved and three 
peaks at 1.4 μm are also faintly visible. The etch feature resolution can be improved using a 
higher NA objective, given that the objective does not come in contact with the etchant when the 
sample is in focus. The etch feature resolution is comprised of three components: (1) the 
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diffraction limit of the light used in etching, (2) the diffusion of carriers due to the induced 
photochemical etching process (about 1.1 µm for n+ GaAs at room temperature [43]), and (3) 
aberrations and imperfections in the optical system. The optical resolution limit for red, green, 
and blue light using the 10X, 0.2 LD objective is 1.9, 1.6, and 1.4 μm respectively, according to 
Abbe’s formula. Additional broadening is due to the diffusion of carriers and imperfections in 
the optical setup. Slight discrepancies between the vertical and horizontal resolution are also 
present due to the rectangular geometry of the projector’s RGB subpixel configuration. 
3.2.3 Experimental Results 
Figure 3.6 shows the measured topography of various test structures fabricated using our digital 
projection photochemical etching technique [90]. Figure 3.6(a) contains the projected pattern 
used to fabricate a multi-level structure in a single etching step. The pattern contains grey-levels 
Figure 3.5: Resolution Test. (a) Projector pattern (selected portions of the USAF-1951 target) focused onto the sample’s 
surface. (b) Etched sample imaged with 5X, 0.13 NA objective (2.5 μm lateral resolution). (c) Image from lines in series 1 
captured using a 20X, NA = 0.8 objective (800 nm lateral resolution). Based on this test, the etch feature resolution using our 
photochemical etching setup is at least 2 μm, worst case. Adapted from [43]. 
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of 0, 60, and 78 which were calibrated to have widths of 150 and 75 µm and to produce heights 
of 0, 50, and 100 nm using a single 33 s etch. The gray-levels and etch time were selected based 
on the etch rates computed in Fig. 3.4(c). Figure 3.6(b) then reveals the topography of etched 
structure. Figure 3.6(c) shows the histogram of the structure and the mean heights of 0, 50.7, and 
101.6 nm for each of the three layers illustrating the high degree of process control and 
repeatability. Figure 3.6(d) shows the epi-DPM height map of our standard control sample, a 
Figure 3.6: Test structures. (a) Image from digital projector focused onto the sample’s surface and used to define the etching 
pattern. The projected image used grey-levels of 0, 60, and 78 and a single photochemical etch was performed for 33 seconds. 
The mask geometry, gray-levels, and etch time were calibrated to produce a multi-level structure with widths of 150 µm and 75 
µm and heights of 0, 50 and 100 nm. (b) DPM height map of stacked cubes. (c) Histogram of image in (b) showing mean heights 
of 0, 50.7, and 101.6 nm for the three levels. (d) DPM height map of a PC etched micropillar. A mask pattern with grey-levels of 
0 and 136 was used for the pillar and background respectively. PC etching was performed for 60 seconds resulting in a mean 
height of 304.9 nm. It was calibrated to have a 100 μm diameter and a height of 300 nm. (e) Cross-section of pillar in (d) showing 
the dimensions and edge resolution. (f) Topographical profile of PC etched Archimedean spiral: a complicated grayscale 
structure with a peak height of 100 nm and a width of 30 µm, which was fabricated in a single 33 second etch. Adapted from 
[43]. 
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micropillar, which was fabricated in a single 60 second etch. Since light itself is used to define 
the structure, there is no need for spin coating photoresist, aligning, exposing, or developing in 
the cleanroom, which significantly reduced the time required to fabricate new control structures 
for imaging. A projected image using blue light with grey-levels of 0 and 136 for the pillar and 
background respectively was used and etching was performed for 60 seconds It was calibrated to 
have a 100 μm diameter and a height of 300 nm. Figure 3.6(e) shows a cross-section of the pillar 
in (d) showing meaured diameter and height to be 99.4 μm and 304.9 nm. A typical wet etch, 
which is isotropic, results in 1 nm of undercutting per 1 nm of etching, resulting in an edge 
resolution of ε = Δx/Δy = -1. Using our current method, we instead see a broadening effect due 
to the carrier diffusion which results in an edge resolution of ε = Δx/Δy = 30. This broadening 
effect is currently the main bottleneck of this budding technique, but may be somewhat improved 
by pre-warping the projected pattern in order to achieve more vertical sidewalls or by PSF 
engineering. To illustrate our ability to produce continuously grayscaled structures, an 
Archimedean spiral was fabricated using a continuous grayscale mask pattern created in 
MATLAB. The gray-levels increased linearly around the spiral from 0 at the center to 96 at the 
outer region. The width was calibrated to be 30 μm with a maximum height of 100 nm. Figure 
3.6(f) shows the surface topography of an etched spiral taken using epi-DPM. It is not practical 
to fabricate such a structure using conventional photolithography, as it would need to be broken 
up into many discrete steps, each requiring its own series of processing steps. Using our 
technique, this structure was etched in 33 seconds. The standard deviations for each of the flat 
regions of the multi-level cubes and micropillar reported in Figs. 3.6(b) and 3.6(d) were recorded 
in order to quantify the roughness of our fabricated structures. These values indicate that the 
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roughness is comparable to the that of a standard wet etch under typical cleanroom conditions [2, 
15, 43]. 
Using our ability to create grayscale structures with ease, we fabricated a series of microlens 
arrays. Figures 3.7(a) and (b) show a selected portion of the mask and the resulting etch for one 
of the microlenses [43]. Figure 3.7(c) then shows a comparison between the projected mask 
pattern and horizontal and vertical slices taken from (b). In the regions of the mask in (a) which 
are darkest, the surface will etch slowest, forming the top of the lens. In the lighter regions, it 
will etch faster, forming the base of the lens. This is why the mask pattern appears inverted. The 
comparison between the two slices helps to illustrate the symmetry of the etch. Finally, Fig. 
3.7(d) shows a 3D reconstruction of a 2 x 2 portion of the array, which was calibrated to have 
heights of 500 nm, 100 µm diameters, and a 120 µm pitch [15, 42]. The measured heights over 
Figure 3.7: Digital projection photochemical etching of microlens arrays. (a) Grayscale mask projected onto sample plane. 
(b) epi-DPM height map of etched microlens. (c) Projector intensity profile and comparison of horizontal and vertical cuts taken 
from (b) illustrating symmetry. (d) Microlens array displaying height, lens diameter, and pitch, which were calibrated to be 500 
nm, 100 μm, and 120 μm respectively. Adapted from [42]. 
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the entire array, ranged from 425-590 nm. The pitch and diameter had only small variation 
ranging from 95-105 µm and 120-125 µm respectively. 
3.2.4 Conclusions 
Digital projection photochemical etching is capable of fabricating grayscale and multi-level 
structures in a single processing step, a feat not possible using conventional photolithography. 
The etch rates for a given material/etchant combination can be determined by performing the 
etch rate test described above [2, 15, 42]. The worst-case etch feature resolution, as determined 
by etching selected portions of the USAF-1951 resolution target, is 2 µm. The edge resolution is 
an order of magnitude worse than that of standard isotropic wet etching and proves to be the 
major bottleneck of this technique in its current state. The roughness of etched features was also 
characterized and is comparable to what is obtained using standard wet etching. By combining 
the PC etching and DPM setups, dimensions of the fabricated structures can be measured in-situ 
in a completely non-destructive manner, which This is not possible with scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), 
or other similar inspection methods [43]. 
 
3.3 Dissolution of Biodegradable Electronics 
3.3.1 Introduction 
Similar to the way that dissolvable sutures disintegrate over time without requiring additional 
surgery for removal, electronic components have been proposed using specific materials that 
could be implanted into the body and dissolve over time without producing harmful byproducts.  
Devices using these materials have been shown to sustain adequate performance until their 
function is complete, then rapidly degrade and resorb into the body [42, 91, 92]. 
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Previously, biodegradable electronic circuits were developed using either water soluble 
organic constituents [93] or non-transient electronic materials on bioresorbable substrates [94, 
95]. Recently, a new set of materials has been proposed which includes Si as a semiconductor 
material, Mg for conductors, MgO or SiO2 as dielectrics, and silk for the substrate [93, 96]. All 
of these materials are water-soluble and do not produce any harmful byproducts during the 
dissolution process. Moreover, Si-based electronics have exhibited much better performance in 
comparison to their organic counterparts. 
3.3.2 Experimental Results   
The dissolution process of Si in both bovine serum and phosphate buffered saline (PBS) was 
monitored using laser DPM in transmission mode in order to obtain quantitative height 
measurements throughout the process and compute the dissolution rates [93]. Samples for this 
study were prepared using silicon-on insulator (SOI) wafers, which are comprised of a top Si 
layer, a buried oxide layer (SiO2), and a Si substrate. The fabrication was done by first creating a 
periodic array of tiny through holes on the top Si layer, which allowed hydrofluoric acid (HF) to 
reach and remove the underlying buried oxide (SiO2) in the subsequent etch. The detached Si 
layer was then transfer printed upon an SiO2 substrate using a spin cast film of SU-8 as the glue 
layer. The Si layer was then etched using standard photolithography down to the glue layer, 
forming the “UIUC” initials, which were 100 nm in height, the initial height of the top Si layer. 
The width of the lines forming the letters was 15 μm and each letter was 75 μm long (top to 
bottom). The two sets of samples were placed into bovine serum and PBS solutions and stored in 
an incubator at body temperature (37 °C) [2, 44]. The dissolution rate is faster at higher 
temperatures as well as at higher pH levels. The samples were removed every 8 hrs for imaging. 
After imaging was complete, they were placed in a fresh solution in a clean container and stored 
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back in the incubator, which helps avoid contamination which has proven to have a mild effect 
on the dissolution process [44]. 
Figures 3.8(a-d) show DPM images of the “UIUC” initials at four different stages during 
dissolution [2]. The initial height map (t = 0 hrs) was compared to values obtained using the 
Alpha Step IQ Profilometer, which both gave mean heights of 97 nm.  Images were then taken at 
8 hr intervals. Figure 3.8(e) shows the cross-sections from the images in (a-d) [2, 44]. The cross-
sections were taken vertically along the “I” in “UIUC”. The heights at 0, 8, 16, and 24 hours 
were 97 ± 2.1 nm, 67 ± 2.9 nm, 31 ± 1.9 nm, and 0 ± 0.7 nm respectively. The dissolution rate is 
not perfectly linear, but is highly repeatable under comparable conditions. Figure 3.9 is similar to 
Figure 3.8: Dissolution of biodegradable electronic materials. Dissolution of Si in serum at 37 °C. (a-d) 3D topographic 
profiles of Si during dissolution at 0, 8, 16, and 24 hrs. (e) Corresponding cross-sectional profiles showing heights at various 
times in the dissolution process. Measured heights are 97 nm (0 hrs), 67 nm (8 hrs), 31 nm (16 hrs) and 0.0 nm (24 hrs). The 
dissolution process is not perfectly linear. The 97 nm layer completely dissolves within 24 hrs. Adapted from [2, 44]. 
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Fig. 3.8, but shows the dissolution of Si in PBS rather than serum [2, 44]. Here, the measured 
heights at 0, 8, 16, and 24 hours were 97 ± 2.6 nm, 62 ± 3.4 nm, 29 ± 6.1 nm, and 0 ± 1.5 nm 
respectively. 
3.3.3 Conclusions 
Despite a small degree of non-linearity and non-uniformities during the process, we were able to 
successfully determine the dissolution rates of Si in both PBS and serum. The dissolution of 
other materials in a variety of media is currently being studied for use in dissolvable electronics 
applications. The final goal is to capture the resorption of a complete electronic device in its 
entirety. 
Figure 3.9: Dissolution of biodegradable electronic materials. Dissolution of Si in Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) at 37 
°C. (a-d) 3D topographic profiles of Si during dissolution at 0, 8, 16, and 24 hrs. (e) Corresponding cross-sectional profiles 
showing heights at various times in the dissolution process. Measured heights are 97 nm (0 hrs), 62nm (8 hrs), 29 nm (16 hrs) and 
0 nm (24 hrs). The dissolution process is not perfectly linear. The 97 nm layer completely dissolves within 24 hrs. Adapted from 
[2, 44]. 
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3.4 Expansion and Deformation of Materials 
3.4.1 Introduction 
Before hydrogen fuel cell technology can become a practical source of energy in the everyday 
sense, safe and reliable sensors must be developed capable of detecting H2 well below the lower 
explosive limit (LEL) of 4% in air [44]. Many sensors have been developed for this purpose 
which rely on the properties of palladium (Pd), an element known to react readily with H2 gas 
and produce electrical, optical, and structural changes which provide several options for 
detection [97]. Some of these sensors include functionalized waveguides or laser structures [98], 
optical fiber sensors [99, 100], plasmonic devices [101-105], and transmission/reflection 
monitoring of thin films [104]. While the electrical and optical changes are easy to measure and 
are well documented in the literature, much less is known about the minute structural changes 
that occur. In this work, we investigate the hydrogen induced axial expansion of Pd microdisks 
in order to better characterize the nanoscale structural changes which can be either incorporated 
into existing simulations or used to simulate entirely new sensors [106, 107]. There exists an 
abundance of studies on the PdH system for bulk materials [2, 97], and more recently on 
nanoparticles [108, 109], but few studies have been done on micro and nanoscale structures, 
which are more often used in modern sensor applications. 
3.4.2 Physical Mechanism 
When gaseous H2 molecules interact with Pd, they separate into single atoms, breach the surface, 
and diffuse into the face-centered cubic (FCC) lattice [110]. The hydrogen atoms then bond to 
interstitial sites between the Pd atoms forming PdH. Initially, at low concentrations, the 
palladium-hydrogen system is said to be in the α-phase. At this point, the process is completely 
reversible, meaning that if H2 gas is removed from the ambient, the hydrogen will diffuse out 
from the lattice allowing the Pd structure to return to its original shape. This property is essential 
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if sensors are to be reusable. As the H2 concentration is increased, the lower critical limit αmax is 
reached. Beyond this point, regions containing PdH swell producing β regions. Since the two 
phases are immiscible at standard temperature and pressure, the palladium-hydrogen system is 
said to be in the α + β phase [97]. As the H2 concentration is increased further, it will eventually 
reach the upper critical limit βmin, where only β regions remain. Values for αmax and βmin can vary 
drastically depending on the film thickness as well as the deposition method and angle. The 
formation of β regions within the Pd lattice is referred to as hydrogen induced lattice expansion 
(HILE), where up to 3.5% lattice expansion has been reported Due to the symmetry of the Pd 
lattice and available bonding sites, the induced expansion is known to be isotropic in nature 
[109]. However, when the Pd is not well-adhered to the substrate, which is often the case with 
quartz, the expansion can lead to buckling, and micro-blistering or micro-cracking of the Pd film 
[109].  
It turns out that such effects, at least at low concentrations and exposure times, are also 
reversible [101, 102]. With concentrations >> βmin, plastic deformations can form resulting in 
permanent structural changes in the Pd. With our films, symptoms of permanent deformation 
have been recorded for concentrations at or above 1.5% H2. Through many repeated 
experiments, we have found that a single high concentration exposure or many repeated 
exposures even at moderate concentrations may lead to irreversible structural changes [101, 
102]. For this reason, we typically attempt to detect hydrogen at very low concentrations, at least 
an order of magnitude below the lower explosive limit of 4% in air. In general, response times, 
recovery times, and overall sensitivity of a Pd sensor based on structural changes depend heavily 
on many factors including quality of film adhesion, film thickness and method of deposition, 
substrate material, and also the particular geometry of the sensor [109, 111]. 
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Introduction of hydrogen into the Pd lattice causes changes in both the carrier concentration 
and mobility, which alters the conductance and is easily detected electrically [97]. The H atoms 
bonded to the interstitial sites also serve as electron donors, which provide a means of detection 
via optical sensors [112]. In this case,  orbital hybridization of the electrons with the 4d band of 
the Pd atoms changes the Fermi level, which alters the optical transition rate, resulting in 
changes in both the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index [98, 100-102, 104, 107, 109].  
Hydrogen detection can also be based on structural changes in the Pd, which are much more 
difficult to measure than the electrical and optical changes mentioned previously [106, 109]. For 
this reason, hydrogen induced lattice expansion of thin films or microstructures is not well 
documented in the literature. The small nanoscale changes in the lattice that occur during 
hydrogen exposure are difficult to measure using conventional techniques. However, recent 
advances in quantitative phase imaging (QPI) have led to new imaging systems capable of 
capturing nanoscale dynamics in a wide variety of environmental conditions [97]. Epi-
illumination diffraction phase microscopy (epi-DPM) is a reflection–based QPI technique with 
sub-nanometer height measurement accuracy and has been used successfully to monitor 
semiconductor wet etching [26, 41], photochemical etching [42], microdroplet evaporation [42, 
72], and material deformation [113], as well as to detect in-line killer defects in semiconductor 
wafers [114].  
3.4.3 Experimental Setup and Sample Preperation 
Figure 3.10 shows a schematic of the experimental setup used for this study [45]. Multiple mass 
flow controllers and regulators were added to the setup and used to control the gas flow and 
pressure of the hydrogen and nitrogen gasses via LabVIEW. Two valves were also employed to 
pre-charge the lines and prevent any added delay in H2:N2 pulse shape due to diffusion of the gas 
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through the lines. This particular epi-DPM setup provides topographic height information with 
0.55 nm spatial (i.e., point to point) and 0.43 nm temporal (frame to frame) sensitivity [97]. 
Furthermore, averaging over a region within the image, or over a series of frames, can further 
reduce the spatial and temporal noise. In fact, both averaging schemes are employed when 
processing the axial expansion data from the Pd microdisks [42, 72]. 
 
In order to house the samples, we custom-made an aluminum flow chamber with a transparent 
viewing window, which was set at a small angle (~7°) to avoid multiple reflections which would 
result in additional unwanted fringes [97]. The flow cell was 32 mm x 19 mm at the base and 5 
mm in height. The slanted viewing window added an additional 4 mm of height at one end 
resulting in a total volume of 4.25 x 10
3
 mm
3 
[97]. The samples were fabricated using e-beam 
evaporation through a shadow mask to form Pd microdisks on a quartz (SiO2) substrate. SiO2 
Figure 3.10: Experimental setup for epi-DPM imaging system with gas flow. epi-DPM was used to monitor the hydrogen 
induced axial expansion of the palladium microdisks in-situ. A stainless steel chamber with a transparent window was custom-
built to house the samples. Mass flow controllers and regulators controlled the pressure and gas flow of hydrogen and nitrogen 
via LabVIEW. Abbreviations: SMF, single-mode fiber; FC, fiber collimator; CL, collector lens; OBJ, objective; TL, tube lens; 
L1/L2, lenses; V1/V2, valves; MFC, mass flow controller; REG, regulator, VAC, vacuum line. Adapted from [46]. 
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was selected due to its extensive use and importance in fiber-based H2 sensing applications [97]. 
The shadow mask approach was used since poor adhesion between Pd and the quartz substrate 
prohibited the use of standard lift-off techniques via conventional lithography. The shadow mask 
was placed in close proximity to the sample and was comprised of an array of 180 µm diameter 
holes with a 350 µm pitch. Figure 3.11(a) shows a cross-sectional view of the microdisk sample. 
First, a 260 nm Pd layer was deposited. Then, the shadow mask was removed and a 40 nm 
blanket deposition of Pd was performed [104, 115]. This ensures that both the microdisks and the 
background have the same complex refractive index, which allows us to decouple any changes in 
the height from changes in the complex refractive index during exposure. Variable angle 
spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE) data yielded a complex refractive index of 1.56 + 3.64j for 
our Pd structures. To allow us to verify the thicknesses of the blanket layer, the blanket 
deposition was also masked with a straight edge of Kapton tape, which can be seen in Fig. 
3.11(b) [97]. Here, the dark region is quartz where the light does not reflect well. The bright 
regions contain the deposited Pd. 
Figure 3.12(a) shows the epi-DPM height map of the Pd microdisk along with its initial 
dimensions prior to hydrogen exposure [97]. The initial height relative to the background was 
Figure 3.11: Fabrications of Pd microdisk sample. (a) Cross-section of the sample showing the 260 nm tall Pd microdisks on 
a quartz substrate with the 40 nm blanket deposition. (b) Bright field image of the sample showing regions with and without the 
blanket deposition. Adapted from [46]. 
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recorded as 264.4 nm with a full width at half maximum of 181.1 μm. The mean height of the 
microdisk was measured by averaging over a circular region within the top portion of the 
microdisk where the surface was flat. A calibration run using only N2 was then performed and 
the standard deviation of the height was recorded in order to characterize the temporal stability 
of our measurement system. Figure 3.12(b) reveals that the temporal noise in the height 
measurement during 300 standard cubic centimeters per minute (sccm) of N2 flow was 0.16 nm. 
3.4.4 Experimental Results 
Figure 3.13(a) shows the change in microdisk height induced by a 0.4% H2 pulse over the 300 
min duration [97]. An initial 30 min calibration run was performed with pure N2 at 300 sccm. 
The H2 was then turned on and the flow rates were adjusted to maintain 300 sccm. A 90 min H2 
pulse was started and shut off at the 120 min mark. The chamber was then purged with pure N2 
at 300 sccm for 3 hours. Images were captured every 6 s during pure N2 exposure and at 3 s 
intervals throughout the H2 pulse. A slight drift of the sample accrued during exposure, only a 
fraction of a CCD pixel, roughly 100 nm in the sample plane. In order to remove this drift and 
obtain accurate results, sub-pixel image registration was performed. This was done by first cross-
correlating each frame during the 30 min N2 baseline with the initial frame, fitting the results 
with a second order polynomial in the neighborhood of the maxima in order to locate the position 
Figure 3.12: Initial measurements. (a) Height map of a palladium microdisk obtained via epi-DPM; initial 
dimensions before hydrogen exposure are displayed. (b) Stability of height measurement during N2 baseline run. 
Adapted from [46]. 
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of this maxima, rmax with sub-pixel precision, and then linearly interpolating the height map onto 
a grid shifted by -rmax [97]. After registration was complete, these baseline images were averaged 
to reduce noise, resulting in a baseline image that could be used to compute the instantaneous 
height change in the most accurate manner. Next, every image throughout the pulse test was 
registered with the baseline image and the instantaneous height change images were computed 
via subtraction. To further reduce the temporal noise floor, the images were then averaged for 1 
min, which corresponds to 10 frames during the N2 exposures and 20 over the duration of the H2 
pulse. Using this approach, we were able to accurately measure the axial expansion of the 
microdisk in a spatially and temporally resolved manner [97]. 
 
Figure 3.13(b) shows the instantaneous height change images of the microdisk during the 
expansion along with their corresponding histograms [97]. The frames were selected from Fig. 
Fig. 3.13: Differential height measurements during hydrogen exposure. (a) Measured average height change of the Pd 
microdisk during 0.4% pulse test. (b) Selected frames indicated in (a) showing the local height change at various times. With 
hydrogen exposure, the histogram splits into two peaks showing how the height of the microdisk increases. After the hydrogen is 
turned off, the peaks then merge back together and the microdisk height nearly returns to its baseline value. (c) Instantaneous 
expansion rate before exposure, during expansion, during recovery, and after recovery. All scale bars are 100 µm. Adapted from 
[46]. 
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3.13(a) in order to sample the axial expansion process evenly. The expansion process can be 
clearly observed by scanning the images in chronological order. The initial histogram during the 
N2 calibration run has a peak with zero height, which then splits into two peaks during H2 
exposure, where one remains at a height of zero (the background) while the other indicates the 
amount of expansion. The peaks subsequently merge back into a single one upon purging the 
chamber with N2. Furthermore, small deformations, or local heterogeneities, can be observed 
during parts of the expansion and recovery process. Although these are more easily identifiable 
in the instantaneous height change images, they can also be observed in the histogram by 
measuring the width of the peaks. 
Figure 3.13(c) contains a subset of the spatially and temporally resolved instantaneous rate of 
axial expansion at four select moments during the experiment: (1) during the calibration run (6 
min), (2) during expansion (36 min), (3) during recovery (126 min), and (4) near the end of the 
N2 purge (295 min) [97]. These images were computed pixel by pixel using a linear regression of 
the height change as a function of time during a 10 min window centered at the times specified in 
Fig. 3.13(c). Here, we see that the expansion rates before exposure and near the end of the purge 
are negligible. The axial expansion and contraction rate during exposure and at the beginning of 
recovery are about 0.1 nm/min. The expansion and contraction rates also appear to be relatively 
uniform over the Pd microdisk. 
Similar pulse tests were repeated for several other H2 concentrations in order to quantify the 
dependence of axial expansion on the hydrogen concentration. Figure 3.14(a) shows the height 
changes in nm for the series of pulse tests [97]. The response times for this particular sample 
were all approximately 30 min in duration. Following the N2 purge, the microdisk’s height 
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returned to its initial value, at least to within the noise floor of the system. The recorded recovery 
time was approximately 2-3 hours for each case [97]. 
Figure 3.14(b) shows the percent change in height, Δh, as a function of the H2 concentration 
in percent, c, for each pulse test [97]. The axial expansion process, for ideal films at constant 
temperature, is limited by surface adsorption, a process governed by the Langmuir or Freundlich 
isotherms depending on the concentration [97]. It turn out that the Freundlich fit is more 
appropriate given the low adsorbate concentrations used in this study.  This power law fit works 
well, assuming that the axial expansion is linear with concentration [116]. Fitting the data to a 
power law provides a model for the change in microdisk height Δh(c) = kcn and gives k = 1.28 ± 
0.06 and n = 0.51 ± 0.04 [117]. These results agree well with Sievert’s law (n = 0.5) and the 
anticipated square root dependence for diatomic gases [97]. 
3.4.5 Conclusions 
In conclusion, we have shown that epi-DPM can be used to monitor the nanoscale axial 
expansion of Pd microdisks during H2 exposure. The measured temporal noise floor for the 
height measurements during gas flow was 0.16 nm. Using our technique, we were able to 
determine the axial expansion coefficient as a function of H2 concentration, which agreed well 
Sievert’s Law. Moreover, the low noise floor, averaging schemes, and linear regression allowed 
Figure 3.14: Hydrogen induced height changes of palladium. (a) Measured height change due to hydrogen exposure. (b) 
Percent change in height with Freundlich fit: Δh(c) = kcn, where k = 1.28 ± 0.06 and n = 0.51 ± 0.04 and Δh and c are in percent. 
Adapted from [46]. 
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us to quantify the axial expansion rate very accurately in a spatially and temporally resolved 
manner. We anticipate that these reported measurement capabilities will lead to the development 
of new classes of sensors based on nanoscale structural changes for use in a wide variety of 
fields. 
3.5 Surface Wetting and Evaporation 
3.5.1 Introduction 
The dynamics of surface wetting and evaporation are subjects of extensive study in the fields of 
physics, chemistry, and engineering. Applications of particular interest include microfluidics, 
mechanical lubrication [117], water-resistant and self-cleaning surfaces [118], spray cooling 
[119, 120], microlens fabrication [121], thin-film deposition [122-124], self-assembly of 
nanoparticles [124-127], biochemical assays [128-130], deposition of DNA/RNA micro-arrays 
[131], manufacture of novel optical and electronic materials [132, 133], inkjet-printing 
technology [134] and printable electronics [134-137]. Knowing the surface wetting properties of 
particular liquid/substrate combinations is of great interest in developing effective high-yield 
industrial processes [93, 134-136, 138-140]. 
There are few methods available for the characterization of surface wetting and evaporation. 
Among these, the sessile drop or goniometric method [46] is widely used. This technique uses a 
syringe to place a single, isolated droplet of a predetermined volume onto the substrate. The 
syringe is oriented perpendicular to the substrate and can be used to measure the receding and 
advancing contact angles by siphoning or depositing more liquid. Once the droplet is in place, a 
high-resolution image of the droplet can be taken from the side. Image analysis software is then 
used to compute the height, contact radius and contact angle. Though this method gives an 
accurate measurement of the droplet height, it relies heavily on the spherical cap approximation 
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(SCA) to evaluate other droplet parameters. Further, the contact angle and drop radius are 
obtained from a single viewing angle and assumed to be constant throughout the entire droplet, 
which is not true for many cases. Also, this technique has difficulty with small contact angles (< 
10°) and smaller (micron-sized) droplets in general.  
Scanning white light interferometry has been employed to make profile measurements of the 
droplet near the contact line [141, 142]. It records interference fringes while scanning over the 
specimen, which is capable of producing a 3D profile of the droplet. As the vertical scanning is 
time consuming, it is only suitable for very slowly evaporating droplets.  An imaging technique 
based on the measured reflectivity of the liquid film at each pixel location along the entire drop 
profile has been used to measure the drop shape [143]. Using the gray value plots of the naturally 
occurring interference fringes result from the reflection of light at the liquid-vapor and the solid-
liquid interfaces, thickness profiles for the drops are obtained. The curvature and the apparent 
contact angle are then calculated simultaneously by best fitting the experimental thickness 
profile. Further, laser light interference microscopy has been used to study the dynamics of liquid 
drop spreading [144]. From the movie of the interferometer fringes, spreading speed at the drop 
edge was measured and the edge profile was reconstructed. However, as these techniques 
involve fitting and counting fringe numbers for thickness profile measurement, the fraction of 
fringe will inevitably lead to error.  
Here, we demonstrate a real-time quantitative phase imaging (QPI) method [145] capable of 
capturing the dynamics of surface wetting including direct time-dependent measurements of the 
volume, surface area, height, contact radius, radius of curvature, contact angles around the entire 
droplet, and mass flux density [42]. QPI is an emerging technology that measures shifts in the 
optical pathlength created by the sample at each point in the image, which allows for the 
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reconstruction of surface topography with nanoscale accuracy. This information has enabled new 
studies in biomedicine over the past decade [46]. The quantitative phase images obtained using 
this technique allow for the full 3D reconstruction of the droplet during evaporation. 
3.5.2 Experimental Results 
We used we used the DPM imaging system in transmission mode, in order to study evaporating 
microdroplets on glass substrates with different surface treatments [26]. Because the refractive 
index of water is known, the quantitative phase image captured by this approach allows us to 
acquire a full 3D description of the evaporating droplet in real-time. A background image is first 
taken from a portion of the substrate containing no droplets. This is used to subtract the 
background noise from all subsequent images [46]. Droplets of distilled water are sprayed onto 
the substrate using a standard spray bottle. Since we can directly measure the volume, there is no 
need to pipette a droplet of predetermined volume onto the sample as in the sessile drop method. 
Furthermore, we are not limited to the assumption that the droplet is spherical and can 
characterize droplets of arbitrary shape. Once the sample is prepared, a time-lapse series is 
recorded, which reveals the dynamics of the evaporation process. All time lapses were taken with 
a 40 ms exposure time and a 200 ms acquisition period. A top-down view of the topographical 
height map obtained via DPM is shown in Fig. 3.15(a) [42, 72]. Figure 3.15(b) illustrates how 
we can directly measure the height, contact radius and contact angle from any arbitrary cross-
section of the droplet. Figure 3.5(c) shows a zoomed-in view of the contact angle measurement 
which can be obtained using a tangent fit [46]. From this data we are able to directly measure 
many of the important parameters required to assess the wettability of a given liquid/substrate 
combination [146]. 
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To further characterize the evaporation process we took the gradient of the image and 
computed the gradient angles throughout the droplet. The gradient angle at the droplet’s edge 
gives the contact angle. By thresholding and binary masking the image based on both height and 
angle information, we were able to pick out the edge of the droplet. Figure 3.15(d) shows a map 
of contact angles [46]. The resulting histogram shown in the inset reveals the mean, median, 
mode and standard deviation of the contact angles around the entire droplet. There is an 
abundance of statistical information acquired with this technique. Moreover, the volume, surface 
area, height, contact radius, radius of curvature, contact angles, and mass flux density can be 
determined via direct measurements at different moments in time during evaporation. 
To further verify the accuracy of our system, for small contact angles in particular, we imaged 
a microlens array (MLA150-7AR from Thorlabs), which has a contact angle specification of 
Figure 3.15: Direct measurements of a water droplet during evaporation. (a) DPM height profile. (b) Cross-sectional profile 
taken along the dotted-line in (a). Height, contact radius, and contact angle can be measured directly from the quantitative phase 
image. (c) Zoomed-in portion of profile taken along solid line in (a). Contact angles can be measured directly at any point around 
the droplet’s edge. (d) Masked gradient angular profile displaying all contact angles. The inset in (d) contains the histogram 
which readily gives the mean, mode, standard deviation and many other statistics about the contact angles around the entire 
droplet. Adapted from [140]. 
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1.37°.  Our measurements revealed a contact angle of 1.58° with a standard deviation of 0.61° 
averaged over all of the microlenses within the field of view (Fig. 3.16) [46]. 
It is well documented that evaporation occurs in three distinct phases [46]. In the initial stage, 
known as the constant contact area mode, the contact line is pinned and the contact angle 
decreases linearly with time. Within this regime, radial convection occurs in order to compensate 
for the uneven evaporation along the surface of the droplet. As the droplet reaches the receding 
angle, it can no longer produce the required radial flow in order to maintain equilibrium given its 
diminishing volume. This results in depinning of the droplet boundaries and the second phase, 
referred to as the constant contact angle mode. The contact angles remain nearly constant within 
this regime, evaporation flux density is nearly uniform, and radial convection is minimal [147-
150]. Finally, as the evaporating droplet becomes very small, imperfections in the substrate take 
over and the droplet enters a mixed mode, referred to as the drying mode, where both the contact 
radius and angle recede rapidly.  It is believed that for a perfectly flat substrate, stage 2 (constant 
contact angle) will persist until complete evaporation has taken place.  
Figure 3.17(a) (pinned-unpinned transition) shows selected frames from a time lapse taken of 
an evaporating water droplet sprayedon a treated glass substrate [147-149]. The substrate was 
Figure 3.16: Microlens verification. (a) DPM height profile of the microlens array (Thorlabs MLA150-7AR). (b) Masked 
gradient angular profile showing contact angles around the perimeter of the microlens. The measured contact angle agrees well 
with the 1.37° manufacturer specifications. Adapted from [140]. 
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treated with ethanol and burned to achieve a more hydrophilic surface and encourage a smooth 
transition between phases I and II. This sequence was taken using a 5X objective resulting in a 
field of view of roughly 360 μm x 270 μm. The initial volume, height, and contact radius of the 
droplet were 2.50 x 10
5
 μm3, 8.87 μm and 132 μm, respectively. The droplet is initially in the 
pinned state and remains in this regime until the receding angle of 1.28° is reached after 5.2 s of 
evaporation. 
Figure 3.17: Pinned-unpinned transition. (a) Topographic height image and (b) corresponding angle map of evaporating water 
droplet on ethanol-treated glass substrate. The evaporating droplet undergoes a clear transition between the constant contact area 
mode and constant contact angle mode. This sample was prepared by treating the glass slide with ethanol and burning.  Contact 
angles decrease in a linear fashion until the receding angle is reached and depinning occurs around 5.2 s. This sequence was 
taken using a 5X objective resulting in a 360 μm x 270 μm field of view. (c) Comparison between experimentally measured 
volume and volume computed using the spherical cap approximation (SCA).  (d-e) Time evolution of height and contact radius, 
respectively.  (f) Comparison of measured and SCA contact angle during evaporation.  All SCA data was obtained by using the 
measured values for height and contact radius. For figures (c-f), I indicates the constant contact area phase and II indicates the 
constant contact angle regime. Adapted from [140]. 
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The second row of images (Fig. 3.17(b)) are the corresponding gradient angle maps [46] . 
These were created by taking the gradient of the image and computing the angle between the 
gradient vector and the x-y plane. This gives the contact angles at the droplet’s edge. This 
sequence more clearly illustrates the linear decrease in contact angles while the droplet is pinned. 
In frames 1-26 (0-5.2 s), the contact angle decreases linearly with time, which can be observed as 
the colors at the droplet edge change at a constant rate. After depinning occurs (frame 27 
onward), the contact angle barely changes and the colors at the edge of the droplet remain nearly 
constant.  Further, the contact radius starts to decrease in a linear manner. This is indicative of 
the second phase of evaporation i.e. constant contact angle mode [46]. The dynamic 
measurements for volume (v), height (h), contact radius (a) and contact angle (ϴ) are presented 
in Fig. 3.17(c-f), respectively [147-149]. In the pinned regime, the volume, height, and contact 
angle all decrease at a nearly constant rate. This is a result of the pinned boundary conditions and 
the non-uniform evaporation flux density [46]. The contact radius versus time plotted in Fig. 
3.17(e) clearly indicates the transition from phases I to II where depinning occurs [148, 149]. 
The volume and contact angle are compared to the spherical cap approximation, where we use 
height and contact radius data to compute these parameters.  Although deviations in the volume 
are minimal, the spherical cap approximation tends to over-estimate the contact angle, which is 
an important parameter in determining the surface tension. 
Figure 3.18(a) (partial pinning) shows selected frames from a time lapse sequence taken under 
similar conditions except that an untreated glass cover slip was used as the substrate [46]. This 
sequence was taken using a 10X objective resulting in a field of view of roughly 180 μm x 135 
μm. Figure 3.18(b) shows the corresponding gradient angle maps [46]. The dynamic 
measurements for volume (v), height (h), contact radius (a) and contact angle (ϴ) are presented 
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in Figs. 3.18(c-f), respectively using spherical cap approximation. The initial volume, height, and 
contact radius of the droplet were 6.38 x 10
4
 μm3, 14.21 μm and 53 μm respectively. This 
particular droplet exhibits partial-pinning in the lower-left corner, which is due to surface 
roughness and chemical heterogeneity of the untreated sample [46]. The pinned contact line in 
this region pulls the center of the droplet in this direction during evaporation. After 16.4 s of 
evaporation, the droplet’s size becomes comparable to the microstructure of the substrate and its 
imperfections. The droplet then enters the drying mode where the contact radius and angle 
recede rapidly. This is also believed to be a result of an increase in the density of impurities 
Figure 3.18: Partial pinning. (a) Topographic height image and (b) corresponding angle map of evaporating water droplet on an 
untreated glass cover slip. The droplet exhibits partial pinning in the lower left-hand corner.  Transition from constant contact 
angle mode into the drying phase is observed after 16.4 s. This sequence a was taken using a 10X objective resulting in a 180 μm 
x 135 μm field of view. (c) Comparison between experimentally measured volume and volume computed using the spherical cap 
approximation (SCA).  (d-e) Time evolution of height and contact radius, respectively.  (f) Comparison of measured and SCA 
contact angle during evaporation.  All SCA data was obtained by using the measured values for height and contact radius.  For 
figures (c-f), II indicates the constant contact angle regime and III indicates the drying phase. Adapted from [140]. 
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trapped within the droplet itself, forcing its behavior to deviate from the predicted theory. From 
both of the gradient angle image sequences (more so from Fig. 3.18(b)), it can be observed that 
the background where the droplet initially resided remains clean during evaporation. This 
suggests that the droplet may be trapping impurities from the surface due to surface tension as it 
moves inward. As in the treated glass case, the spherical cap approximation provides a good 
estimate of the volume, but significantly overestimates the contact angle. It is noteworthy to 
mention that instances of partial pinning are difficult to observe and impossible to characterize 
when using the sessile drop or goniometric technique since these methods only produce a side 
view. 
3.5.3 Modeling 
Several theoretical models have been developed in order to describe the evaporation of isolated 
spherical droplets. In 1977, Picknett and Bexon [148] described the three modes of evaporation, 
which are constant contact area (pinned), constant contact angle (depinned), and a mixed mode 
(combination of pinned and unpinned). They developed isothermal diffusion theory models to 
describe the evaporation in both the pinned and unpinned cases separately. The final regime, 
referred to as the mixed or drying mode, is highly complicated and depends on several effects 
which are difficult to model for the arbitrary case.  In order to get their data to properly fit, 
Picknett and Bexon introduced the f(θ) factor (θ is the contact angle), which they claim is 
necessary to account for the presence of the substrate which hinders the evaporation process. 
Simplifications to the f(θ) factor approach were made by Shanahan [149] and Rowan [148] in 
subsequent years, but their approximations are only valid for larger contact angles. In 2012, a 
more rigorous theoretical analysis was performed which resulted in a model valid for both 
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pinned and unpinned modes [151].  However, these models appear to work only for significantly 
larger droplets where self-cooling and effects of the substrate can be deemed negligible.  
For the pinned-unpinned case which begins in the constant contact area mode with the contact 
radius constant, we used the spherical cap approximation to obtain the volume as a function of 
the measured contact angle.  We then used this result along with the Picknett and Bexon model 
in order derive a model for the time evolution of the contact angle [152].  Figure 3.19(a) shows 
the volume as a function of time and Fig. 3.19(b) shows the contact angle.  A comparison is 
made between our experimental data and the model we developed using equations from Picknett 
and Bexon. 
 
Figure 3.19: Evaporation models. (a) Time evolution of droplet volume for the pinned-unpinned case (from Fig. 3.17).  A 
comparison is made between the experimental data and the theoretical model.  The volume decreases linearly during the constant 
contact area mode (0-5.2 s).  (b) Time evolution of the mean contact angle averaged around the entire droplet.  A comparison is 
made between the experimental data and the theoretical model. The contact angle also decreases linearly during the constant 
contact area mode (0-5.2 s) and then levels out upon entering the constant contact angle mode (> 5.2 s).  (c) Model fitting for the 
partial pinning case (from Fig. 3.18).  The volume2/3 is linear with respect to time during the constant contact angle mode (0-16.4 
s). (d) Comparison of measured and modeled volume for the partial pinning case. 
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Under the spherical cap approximation, the volume (V), height (h), contact radius (a), and 
contact angle (θ) are related as follows, 
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Combining the two equations and taking the derivative with respect to time yields, 
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From the Picknett and Bexon model, 
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where D is the diffusion coefficient of water vapor, cs is the saturated vapor concentration, c0 is 
the vapor concentration of the ambient, and ρ is the density of water.  The quantity (cs – c0) 
drives the evaporation process.  The empirical functions f(θ) and β(θ) are were taken from the 
Picknett and Bexon model [46]. 
Combining Eqs. (3.3) through (3.5) yields, 
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The contact angle as a function of time is then obtained by integrating Eq. (3.7). 
For the partial pinning case which is initially in the constant contact angle regime, we fitted 
the volume to the Picknett and Bexon model using the following equation where for constant 
contact angle, K(θ) and f(θ) are  constant, 
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Figure 3.19(c) shows that the 2/3 power of the drop volume is linear and Fig. 3.19(d) shows 
the volume as a function of time. A direct comparison is made between our experimental data 
and the Picknett and Bexon model. 
The f(θ) factor introduced by Picknett and Bexon is an empirical polynomial required to fit 
the data. It was suggested that this factor is necessary to account for the effects of the substrate 
which hinder the evaporation process. This empirical fit coefficient works well for large droplets 
where effects from the substrate are less prominent. The droplets measured in our experiments 
are 4 orders of magnitude smaller than in their experiments and the f(θ) factor determined for the 
larger droplets is not applicable. Moreover, in the isothermal diffusion model, neither the 
droplet’s latent heat nor the thermal properties of the substrate are considered. Since our glass 
substrate has very poor thermal conductivity and is not connected to a back side thermal 
reservoir, the evaporative cooling effects are significant. Sefiane and Bennacer proposed and 
experimentally validated a model for sessile droplets that incorporates thermal effects [149]. 
They showed that the evaporation rate is scaled by a constant factor, M, due to thermal effects. 
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The factor is normalized to 1 for large droplets on high thermal conductivity substrates, where 
the isothermal diffusion model of Picknett & Bexon is most applicable. The factor decreases to 0 
for droplets that are small or on low thermal conductivity substrates. To model our data, we used 
D = 2.61 x 10
-5
 m
2
/s, cs = 2.32 x 10
-2
 kg/m
2
, c0 = 9.28 x 10
-3
 kg/m
2
 (60% relative humidity), and 
ρ = 1000 kg/m3 which are standard values from the literature. The correction factors for the 
pinned-unpinned and the partial pinning cases were M = 0.187 and M = 0.062 respectively where 
we replaced f(θ) with fnew(θ) = Mf(θ). With this correction, fnew(θ) is approximately 0.009 for 
both cases.   
3.5.6 Mass Flux Density 
Figure 3.20(a) shows the mass flux density of the droplet from Fig. 3.17 as a function of x, y, and 
t [153]. Theory predicts that, during the pinned phase of evaporation, the evaporative flux 
density is non-uniform with maxima along the droplet’s edge. The change in mass however has a 
maximum at the center of the droplet with minima along the droplet’s edge. This suggests that 
radial convection occurs within the droplet pushing mass from the center to the droplet’s edge.  
In other words, flow patterns within the droplet will move from the red regions to the blue 
regions of Fig. 3.20(a). This results in the well-known “coffee ring” effect. The total flux 
decreases with volume of the droplet until depinning occurs. Once depinned, the droplet however 
does not continue to evaporate in a concentric manner as theory would suggest. Depinning 
actually occurs at different time instances around the edges and the lower-left corner depins 
much later than the rest of the droplet.  This may be due to local cooling effects from the 
neighboring droplet seen in the lower-left corner of the image as well as imperfections in the 
surface chemistry. Partial pinning effects such as these affect the evaporation rate and are 
difficult to observe using previous imaging techniques. 
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Figure 3.20(b) shows the mass flux density for the droplet depicted in Fig. 3.18 [46].  Again, 
the change in volume is minimum along the pinned edge located in the lower left-hand corner. 
Further, there are regions of negative mass flux density near this pinned edge at t = 1 s and t = 2 
s, indicating that the droplet is actually gaining mass in this region during evaporation. The 
maximum in the mass flux density rotates back and forth around the unpinned edge of the 
droplet. This indicates convective flows within the droplet moving from the unpinned regions to 
the pinned region in a complicated manner. The motion of the droplet mass is that of a 
propagating fluid wave that reflects off of a pinned boundary. Such instances of partial pinning 
under non-ideal conditions have not been observed or studied up to this point, but the qualitative 
Figure 3.20: Mass flux density. (a) Mass flux density of the pinned-depinned treated glass case (from Fig. 3.17) as a function of 
x, y, and t. Note that at t=5s, the lower-left corner begins to depin differently than the rest of the droplet due screening effects 
from the neighboring droplet seen in the lower left corner. (b) Mass flux density for the partial pinning untreated glass case (from 
Fig. 3.18). Adapted from [140]. 
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behavior can be deduced from existing theory developed separately for pinned and unpinned 
droplets.  
3.5.7 Conclusions 
We demonstrated a novel technique for capturing the dynamics of droplet evaporation in real-
time. Our method allows for the direct measurement of many of the parameters important in 
characterizing the wetting process. The contact angles were accurately measured at each point 
along the droplet’s edge. The gradient angular profiles were also computed in order to clearly 
illustrate changes in the hydrodynamics during evaporation. Time-dependent measurements of 
the volume, height, contact radius, contact angle, and mass flux density were reported for two 
separate time-lapses. These cases clearly indicate the three phases of evaporation reported in 
previous literature. The general trends of these parameters agree very well with previously 
reported results. Our DPM imaging system is flexible and robust enough to capture all of this 
information with a single method, and without relying on any a priori knowledge of the droplet’s 
geometry. We foresee this technique being a primary tool for investigating the dynamics of 
surface wetting in the near future 
3.6 Defect Detection in Semiconductor Wafers 
This section contains a brief summary of the author’s collaborations with colleague Renjie Zhou 
on defect inspection for semiconductor wafers in the 22 and 9 nm nodes. The epi-DPM system 
used in this study was designed and built for the purpose of defect inspection using quantitative 
phase imaging. Due to the diffraction limit, it was previously thought that detection of 
subwavelength defects using visible light was highly impractical. This work shows that QPI, 
when used in conjunction with specific post-processing algorithms, can be used to detect in-line 
killer defects near the 22 nm node. 
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Intentional defect array wafers (IDA) were provided by SEMATECH with funding from the 
Semiconductor Research Corporation (SRC). The wafer contains an array of repeating cells 
where the rows and columns are labeled to indicate the various intentional defects placed in the 
center of each cell. Figure 3.21(a) shows a defect-free portion of the IDA wafer which contains 
repeating patterns. The inset shows a zoomed-in portion of the image indicated by the black 
dotted box. Within the inset image, a BX70 defect is present. There are various types of defects 
and the nomenclature uses the first letter to denote the defect type: “A” is a point defect, “B” is a 
bridge defect, “C” is an extension defect, etc. The second letter represents the direction. For 
example, “BX” is a parallel bridge, while “BY” is a perpendicular bridge defect. Isolated defects, 
like “A” do not have an associated direction. The number, as in “BX70”, means that the width of 
the parallel bridge is 70% of the 22 nm node, or equivalently 15.4 nm. More information 
including SEM images of various defect types can be found in the literature [46]. 
Multiple algorithms have been developed to extract the defect signal and remove various 
types of noise. Figure 3.21 contains the results using a simple 4-step post-processing procedure 
to extract the defect. More sophisticated algorithms which are better optimized are contained in 
the literature [2, 47-51]. The raw images collected via epi-DPM shows no sign of a defect since 
the defect size is well below the diffraction limit. In order to pick out the defect, a scan is 
performed in the x-direction and a series of images is collected. Figure 3.21(b) shows the results 
after the second order difference images are computed from the series using the following 
formula: frame(n + 1) - 2frame(n) + frame(n - 1). This operation essentially performs 
background subtraction, but with a slightly shifted version of the original, which removes much 
of the spatial noise, creating a tripole pattern in the process if a defect is present. Next, the image 
from (b) is convolved with the simulated tripole pattern created by modeling the defect and a 
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Dirac-Delta function. The simulated pattern is shown in the inset in (c). This cross-correlation 
process uses the matched filter concept from communications theory which picks out any signal 
similar to the simulated tripole pattern. If a defect is present it will be amplified. Unfortunately, 
this process also produces high frequency noise. The results are shown in Fig. 3.21(c). Naturally, 
the next step is to follow up with a low-pass filter. Figure 3.21(d) shows that after low-pass 
filtering, the defect is now present. At this point, the spatial noise was decreased, the signal was 
extracted, and the high frequency noise was removed. The final step is to then use a cross-
correlation to shift and stitch together the shifted images such that the defects in each image 
perfectly overlay. This procedure results in the panoramic average as seen in Fig. 3.21(e). The 
final result for a BX70 defect is shown in the inset where the defect is visible and discernable 
from the background noise. 
Recent work has been done to investigate defects at the 9 nm node using 3D scanning with 
both laser and white light illumination [2, 47-51]. Low coherence sources are ideal for this study 
since we are only interested in detecting the defect and are not able to reconstruct the topography 
due to the diffraction limit [49]. Moreover, broadband sources, with the absence of laser speckle, 
provide a much lower noise floors as well as potential for spectroscopic applications. The low 
spatial and temporal coherence also provide superior sectioning which is crucial in tomography 
and 3D imaging. Issues regarding broadband sources and coherence will be discussed in detail in 
the Chapter 4. 
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Figure 3.21: Semiconductor wafer defect detection. Simple 4 step method for defect detection. (a) Defect-free portion of the 
intentional defect array (IDA) wafer. Inset contains BX70 defect. Dotted lines in inset show defect and corresponding dotted lines 
in larger image show same region but without defect. (b) Result after computing the second order difference phase image which 
reduces the spatial noise. (c) Result after performing a tripole convolution which is essentially a matched filter or cross-
correlation approach that pulls the signal out from the noise but adds high-frequency noise in the process. The inset shows the 
simulated tripole pattern used in the cross-correlation. (d) Result after low-pass filtering which removes the added high-
frequency noise from the previous step. The defect is now visible. (e) Result after panoramic average which removes the 
temporal noise. The inset shows the final phase image for a BX70 defect where it is discernable from the background noise. 
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CHAPTER 4: DIFFRACTION PHASE MICROSCOPY WITH 
BROADBAND ILLUMINATION 
 
 
4.1 Setup, Design, and Processing 
Quantitative phase imaging systems using white light illumination have exhibited up to an order 
of magnitude lower noise than their laser counterparts [49, 55]. This is due, in large part, to the 
lower spatial and temporal coherence which reduces various types of noise including laser 
speckle [2, 3, 14, 15, 42, 43, 56, 154]. In 2012, white light DPM (wDPM) was first demonstrated 
for use in biomedical applications [155]. White light QPI techniques also possess great potential 
for spectroscopic and tomographic applications [56]. Unfortunately, broadband QPI techniques 
such as these have exhibited object-dependent aberrations including halo, shade-off, and phase 
reductions which disrupt the quantitative measurements [27, 156]. For typical biological 
specimens, which contain small weakly scattering transparent structures like cells and neurons, 
these effects are relatively minor. For materials science applications, however, which contain 
large area features and sharp edges, such artifacts dominate the image formation process and 
make quantitative measurements impossible. A thorough theoretical and experimental 
investigation has revealed that this commonly observed collection of artifacts is actually induced 
by the same mechanism: a high-pass filtering phenomenon due to a lack of spatial coherence 
[55]. This realization allowed us, for the first time, to obtain highly accurate, halo-free images 
using standard halogen lamp illumination by employing proper spatial filtering to both the 
illumination and interferometer reference fields [55]. We were then able to extend this 
knowledge to encapsulate QPI in a more general sense and develop a quantitatively accurate 
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model for image formation in QPI under partially coherent illumination [55]. Although the halo 
can be removed through extensive spatial filtering, this can result in low-light conditions which 
deteriorate the low noise benefits, and also require longer exposure times which hinder high-
speed dynamics. While this can be circumvented through the use of an expensive 
supercontinuum laser source, the new model provides a means to remove the artifacts entirely in 
post-processing without the need for excessive filtering, thereby maintaining the brightness 
[157]. 
Figure 4.1 contains a schematic of the wDPM add-on module [55, 157]. This module was 
designed to be placed at the output port of any conventional light microscope operating in bright 
field mode. It is comprised of a diffraction grating, 4f lens system, spatial filter, and CCD 
camera, which form a compact interferometer allowing access to the phase information. Specific 
details on DPM operation can be found in Chapter 2. 
Figure 4.1: wDPM imaging system. A diffraction grating, 4f lens system, and a spatial light modulator (SLM) are used to create 
a compact Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The SLM performs spatial filtering and can be used to grayscale the +1 order to better 
match intensities and optimize the fringe visibility. The interferogram captured by the CCD is a spatially modulated signal, which 
allows us to extract the phase information through demodulation, and reconstruct the surface topography. Adapted from [55]. 
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The spatial filter can be either a physical pinhole filter, like that used in laser DPM (Fig. 3.1), 
or a spatial light modulator (SLM) [2, 55, 56]. Using an SLM grants the user full control over the 
size, shape, and layout of the 0 and +1 order filters allowing for a multitude of interesting 
filtering schemes. It also allows the user to adjust the gray-level of the two orders to match the 
intensities of the interfering beams and optimize the fringe visibility, which of course results in 
higher quality images. The major drawback is that the minimum pinhole size for the reference 
beam is limited by the pixel size of the SLM which is usually too large for DPM to operate with 
high spatial coherence [55]. This will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.  
The wDPM system functions in much the same way as laser DPM. The only differences result 
from the fact that the source is low coherence, both in the spatial and temporal sense. First off, 
this means that filtering may be required to obtain adequate spatial and temporal coherence for 
proper quantitative phase imaging depending on the requirements specific to the application [55]. 
Second, the broadband nature of the light results in dispersion, which requires achromatic lenses 
for proper imaging. Dispersion results in the blurring of all non-zero orders scattered by the 
diffraction grating. For this reason, the 0 order is normally used for the reference field and the +1 
order as the imaging field, opposite to the configuration in laser DPM [55]. This is often a source 
of confusion. Since the dispersed +1 order is broadened along the modulation direction, a 
rectangular filter (bottom of Fig. 4.1) is often used for the +1 order both on the SLM and in 
software. Also, it is crucial that the second lens captures the entire imaging beam, so that it “puts 
back” the optical path length for the various colors, reversing the dispersive effects, and 
refocusing the image properly on the CCD sensor. When using a quasi-monochromatic source, 
like a laser for example, it is preferable to capture the entire beam, but not necessary [56]. 
Finally, the equations from Table 2.1 can still be used but must be slightly altered to use the 
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mean, min, and max wavelengths when applicable. Also, the conversion from phase to height in 
post-processing is simply done using the mean wavelength and refractive indices at that mean 
wavelength. This has been proven to work experimentally in all cases tested thus far.  
 
4.2 Temporal and Spatial Coherence 
4.2.1 Temporal Coherence 
In this section, we show how to measure the temporal coherence for a given imaging system 
[15]. It turns out, that for most QPI applications, the temporal coherence provided by a typical 
white light source spanning the visible spectrum is sufficient. The process for quantifying the 
temporal coherence includes measuring the power spectrum of the source, computing the 
autocorrelation function via a Fourier transform, and then extracting the temporal coherence 
length [14, 55]. The source spectrum of the wDPM system was measured using a standard 
spectrometer (Ocean Optics Spectrometer USB 2000+). The spectrum was collected in several 
different planes including the sample plane, camera plane, and directly from the source; all 
resulting in nearly identical spectra with the same center wavelength and temporal coherence 
lengths to within the precision of the spectrometer. The recorded spectrum as a function of 
wavelength is displayed in Fig. 4.2(a) along with the power-equivalent bandwidth 
approximation. The center wavelength using the Z2 Axio Imager from Zeiss is 574 nm a T = 
3200 K. This value is critical and is used in converting from measured phase to height. The 
refractive indices of the sample and surrounding medium are also selected at this wavelength. 
Figure 4.2(b) shows the autocorrelation function which is obtained by taking the Fourier 
transform of the power spectrum via the Wiener-Khinchin theorem. Note that both functions are 
normalized. The temporal coherence length is then defined as the distance along the envelope, 
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which is obtained via a Hilbert transform, where the values are greater than one half. Standard 
white light illumination typically provides a couple microns of temporal coherence; of course, 
this value depends on both the particular shape of the spectrum and the definition of coherence 
length used in the calculation [55]. The recorded temporal coherence length for our system is 2.1 
µm [14, 55]. 
This value represents the largest optical path length difference (ΔOPL) for which interference 
fringes can be obtained. The wDPM setup, due to its common-path configuration, should have 
no optical path length difference between the two arms when no sample is present. The presence 
of the sample, however, will introduce new shifts in the OPL over the FOV due to changes in its 
topography. In order for wDPM to be able to obtain correct height measurements (assuming full 
spatial coherence), the height must be smaller than the optical path length difference covered by 
the temporal coherence length. Fortunately, in most biomedical imaging applications, the 
specimen and its surrounding medium are very close in index; usually very near that of water. 
For example, red blood cells (RBCs) in Coulter solution exhibit very low index contrast with Δn 
≈ 0.06 [55]. For a given temporal coherence length, as the index contrast is decreased, larger and 
larger heights can be measured (i.e. hmax = 2.1 / 0.06 = 35 µm). Along the same reasoning, we 
Figure 4.2: Temporal coherence of the wDPM imaging system. (a) Spectrum of the HAL 100 halogen lamp from the Zeiss Z2 
Axio Imager. The power-equivalent bandwidth (PEB) approximation is shown in red. The center wavelength (T = 3200 K) is 574 
nm. This wavelength is used to compute height from the measured phase. (b) Temporal autocorrelation function and its envelope 
obtained via a Hilbert transform. The temporal coherence length is measured to be 2.1 μm. Adapted from [55]. 
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can measure a maximum height of 3.9 µm for quartz pillars in air and 27 µm for polystyrene 
beads in immersion oil. These samples are typically used for control measurements on newly 
developed prototype imaging system. While the micropillars make excellent control samples, 
microbeads are very problematic and should be used with caution as we will allude to in Section 
4.4.1 [26]. In conclusion, the microscope’s built-in source has an order of magnitude larger 
temporal coherence than what is actually needed to measure the samples we typically encounter 
in both materials science and biomedical applications. 
In quantitative phase imaging, it is common to run into issues with phase unwrapping at 
heights smaller than the maximum measurable height allowable under temporal coherence 
considerations. Since the phase is indeed periodic, a modulo 2π ambiguity is inherent in the 
measurements (modulo π in reflection due to the double pass). In our case, using the center 
wavelength as an approximation, the maximum measureable height is hmax ≈ 574 / 2 = 287 nm 
for transmission mode. Many algorithms have been proposed to solve this problem in 2D; 
however, we have found that the Goldstein algorithm provides the best compromise between 
speed and accuracy [55]. These algorithms provide accurate height maps rather flawlessly when 
changes in the topography are gradual, which is the case for most biological structures that are 
naturally very smooth. For semiconductor samples, on the other hand, which possess sharp 
edges, phase unwrapping can prove to be a genuine concern. In recent years, the phase 
unwrapping problem has been eradicated using a wide variety of techniques including multiple 
lasers at different wavelengths and using a color camera to separate the RGB planes under white 
light illumination [15]. Both the temporal coherence and the phase unwrapping condition should 
be carefully considered whenever imaging a new sample or considering a new QPI application. 
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4.2.2 Spatial Coherence in Conventional Microscopes 
In an attempt to attain competitive, high-quality results, commercial microscopes are often 
placed at the heart of prototype imaging systems developed in academic research. Despite their 
high cost and superior performance, such high end microscopes are simply not designed for 
quantitative phase imaging applications. The condenser aperture in most conventional 
microscopes only closes down to provide a numerical aperture, NAcon ≥ 0.09. This only produces 
a coherence area slightly larger than the diffraction spot. In general, the coherence area should be 
much larger than the FOV for a given objective in order to ensure that the mutual intensity 
function is flat over the object of interest [52, 158, 159]. Of course for laser-based systems, 
where the effective NAcon is approximately zero (full spatial coherence), this is not an issue [55]. 
The magnitude of the normalized mutual intensity function formed by the condenser aperture 
(assumed to be circular, but is actually a heptagonal iris) under partially coherent illumination 
can be expressed mathematically as [15], 
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where 1J  is a Bessel function of the first kind, 
2 2
2 1 2 1( ) ( )x x y y     is the cylindrical 
radial coordinate, 2s conNA   is the angle subtended by the source, and   is the center 
wavelength of the source. From this, the spatial coherence radius, ρc, can be computed as the 
distance from the peak to the first zero, and the coherence area is simply
2
c cA  [57, 160]. 
Setting the argument of the Bessel function to the location of the first zero at 3.83 yields
0.61c conNA  . For our system, with mean  574 nm and NAcon = 0.09, the spatial coherence 
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radius, ρc, is 3.9 µm [57, 161]. The images referred to in this chapter were captured using a 20X, 
0.8 NA objective which gives a lateral resolution of 0.87 μm and a FOV of 135 x 180 μm2. 
Intuitively, it is desirable to have ρc ≥ r, where r = 112 µm is the radius of a circle that 
circumscribes the FOV. It turns out that this condition is nowhere near sufficient and it is 
required that the mutual intensity function is nearly flat over the object being measured [55]. As 
a general rule of thumb, the coherence diameter must be at least an order of magnitude greater 
than the lateral extent of the largest object being measured. If possible, it is ideal to make it an 
order of magnitude larger than the FOV diagonal. This way, anything that fits within the FOV 
can be measured accurately without any unnecessary phase aberrations. 
To quantify the spatial coherence, the angular spread of the source was measured [55]. This 
was done by removing the grating from the optical path, placing a calibration lens between the 
second lens and the CCD, focusing the Fourier plane onto the camera, and collecting its image. 
According to the Wiener-Khinchin theorem, taking the inverse Fourier transform of the spatial 
power spectrum gives us the autocorrelation function [55]. Figures 4.3(a) and (b) show a 2D 
image of the measured Fourier plane and along with a 1D slice along the kx axis.  
Figure 4.3(a) reveals the angular spread of the source in terms of the transverse components, 
where the maximum transverse wave vector component is 2 2
0  x y conk k k k NA . As the 
condenser aperture is closed down further, the transverse components disappear, the beam 
becomes more collimated, and the spatial coherence is increased. The condenser NA aperture 
thus controls the amount of spatial coherence, where the aperture diameter is inversely 
proportional to the spatial coherence length. Figure 4.3(c) then shows the resulting normalized 
2D autocorrelation function, following an inverse Fourier transform and Fig. 4.3(d) displays the 
slice along the x-direction. The spatial coherence radius, measured from the peak to first zero is 
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ρc = 4.0 µm, which matches very closely with the theoretical value computed previously [57, 
160]. Again, the coherence area is related to this value by the simple formula:
2
c cA   [55]. In 
conclusion, the spatial coherence provided by conventional microscopes, even with the 
condenser aperture set to its minimum value, is far less than what is required for accurate 
quantitative phase imaging of many structures. 
 
 
Figure 4.3: Spatial coherence of the wDPM imaging system. (a) Image of the Fourier plane showing the angular spectrum of 
the source. (b) Horizontal slice taken through the origin in (a). The radius of the unscattered light circle is approximately 
k0NAcon. The full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) approximation is shown in red. (c) Autocorrelation function computed from 
(a) using a Fourier transform. (d) Horizontal slice taken through origin in (c). The spatial coherence radius is measured to be 4.0 
μm. Adapted from [55]. 
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4.3 Image Formation 
4.3.1 DPM with Partially Coherent Illumination 
In this section, we derive a theoretical formula to model image formation in DPM under partially 
coherent illumination [57]. Although this model was developed specifically for DPM, the 
principles translate well to other QPI common-path modalities [55, 157]. To simplify the 
derivation, we ignore any magnification within the system as well as any effects from the 
microscope’s objective. These effects, however, will be included in the simulation. Let 0U  
represent the reference field, 1U  the imaging field, and SLM  the SLM pinhole filter. Like in 
Chapter 2, a tilde will be used to represent the Fourier transform of a given function. To 
illustrate, ifSLM is a circular aperture function defined in the SLM plane (conjugate Fourier 
plane), then its Fraunhofer diffraction pattern (Fourier transform), 
slm , is a jinc function 
collected at the CCD plane (conjugate image plane). 
At the CCD, the imaging and reference fields can be expressed as, 
 
1( , ) ( , ) ( ) ( )e ( , ) ( )e    
i x i x
s con iU t U t T U t T
 
r r r r r r  (4.2a) 
  0( , ) ( , ) ( ) ( ) i slmU t U t Tr r r r  (4.2b) 
where sU  is the source field emitted by the halogen lamp,  is the 2D convolution operator, 
con  is the Fourier transform of the condenser aperture function, T is the complex-valued 
transmittance function representing the sample, and
2
 

is the modulation frequency, where 
  is the period of the grating. Note that the grating modulates in the x-direction [157]. The 
illumination field iU , which interacts with the sample, is the Fourier transform of the product 
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between the source field sU  and the condenser aperture con . Alternatively, this can be written 
as ( , ) ( )s conU tr r , using the convolution theorem of Fourier transforms. Then the imaging 
field 1U  is simply the product of the illumination field and the transmittance function of the 
sample as shown in Eq. (4.2a). The modulation produced by the presence of the grating is 
represented by the ei x term. As shown in Eq. (4.2b), the reference field 0U  (also at the camera 
plane) is the imaging field 1U convolved with the Fourier transform of the SLM aperture 
function [157]. 
The interference of the two fields produce an interferogram which is captured by the CCD 
sensor and can be expressed as follows, 
              2 *0 1 0 1 0 1( ) ( , ) ( , ) ( ) ( ) 2 ( , ) ( , )
TT
I U t U t I I U t U t     r r r r r r r  (4.3) 
where 0I  and 1I  are the reference and imaging field intensities [157]. The cross-term contains 
the temporal cross-correlation of the two interfering fields. As discussed in Chapter 2, the DPM 
demodulation process consists of capturing the modulated complex field using a band-pass filter, 
shifting it back to baseband, and extracting the phase information. Therefore, the quantity from 
Eq. (4.3) that we actually measure is [157], 
 
*
0 1( ) ( , ) ( , )
i x
T
U t U t e  r r r   
  * * *( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( )
ii slm
T
U t T U t T  
 
r r r r r  (4.4) 
 
* * *( , ) ( ) ( ', ) ( ') ( ') '   ii slm TU t T U t T dr r r r r r r   
 
* * *( ) ( , ) ( ', ) ( ') ( ') '   ii slmTT U t U t T dr r r r r r r   
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* *( ) ( ') ( ') ( ') '     i slmT T dr r r r r r r   
      * *( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i slm T T     r r r r  
(4.5) 
where i is the mutual intensity function which can be expressed as a function of 'r r  
assuming that the source field sU is spatially invariant or isoplanatic [157]. Note that the 
i xe 
term is due to the shift back to baseband which removes the grating modulation buried within the 
1U term. 
The phase image can then be extracted from ( ) r  and written as [57, 162], 
         *arg arg arg ( ) ( ) ( )i slmT T                r r r r r r  (4.6) 
Here, the first term,    1 arg   T r r , is coined the true phase image, since it contains the 
desired phase information [157]. The second term,    *0 arg ( ) ( ) ( )i slm T      r r r r , is 
referred to as the cancellation phase. It contains a low-pass filtered (LPF) version of the true 
phase image. Therefore, the relative phase measured by DPM can be thought of as the true phase 
image minus a LPF version of itself [55]. Since the inversion of a low-pass filter is a high-pass 
filter, this subtraction results in a high-pass filtering effect, which makes the lower spatial 
frequencies of sample’s topography unattainable [55]. If the true phase image is to be recovered, 
the cancellation phase must to be uniform. This requires that the term *( ) ( )i slm r r  be spatially 
constant over the lateral extent of the largest object being measured, or to be safe, the entire 
FOV. This requires that the condenser aperture is closed down far enough to ensure adequate 
spatial coherence and also that the SLM filter is small enough to ensure a uniform reference 
beam [55]. 
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4.3.2 Effects of Spatial Filtering on DPM Image Formation  
Figure 4.4 contains MATLAB simulation results illustrating the image formation process in 
DPM under partially coherent illumination [55]. Here, it can be seen that low spatial coherence 
will result in artifacts such as halo, shade-off, and phase reductions. The true height image
   1 1
2
h
n





r r , the height of the cancellation field    0 0
2
h
n





r r , and the final 
measured height are computed and displayed as 2D images. A cross-section is taken through the 
center of the image to further view the induced aberrations. Figures 4.4(a-d) contains simulation 
results for a 3 µm polystyrene microbead in immersion oil and Figures 4.4(e-h) contain a similar 
simulation for a typical red blood cell (RBC) in Coulter solution [55]. For illustrative simplicity, 
let us assume that the DPM pinhole diameter is small enough such that the spatial coherence is 
limited only by the condenser aperture, which is set to NAcon = 0.09. According to Eq. (4.5), as 
the condenser aperture is closed down, the spatial coherence increases, h0 becomes flat and the 
Figure 4.4: wDPM image formation. (a) Simulation of the ideal height map for a 3 μm diameter polystyrene microbead in 
immersion oil. (b) Simulated height from the cancellation field, which is a low-pass filtered version of (a), under non-ideal 
conditions. (c) Simulation of recovered height, which is the difference between (a) and (b). (d) Horizontal slice taken through 
origin showing (a-c). Residues of the original image remaining in the cancellation field in (b) result in the observed halo effect 
and a reduction in the measured height. (e-h) Similar simulations for a red blood cell in Coulter solution showing the halo and a 
negative dimple. A marked reduction in the measured height is observed as well. Adapted from [55]. 
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measured Δh approaches the true height image h1. The halo can be seen in Fig. 4.4(d) and the 
halo and shade-off (called negative dimple for RBCs) can be seen in Fig. 4.4(h). Halo and shade-
off are both produced simultaneously under the HPF effect, and also disappear simultaneously as 
the heights converge to proper values when ample spatial coherence is acquired. These artifacts 
are notorious in phase contrast microscopy, as well as in high-throughput white light QPI 
systems [55]. 
4.3.3 Spatial Filtering Study 
In order to validate the theory presented above on DPM image formation, a series of thorough 
experiments were performed [14, 18, 24, 156, 163-165]. Control samples containing transparent 
quartz micropillars were fabricated for this study. A 1" quartz wafer was patterned using SPR 511a 
positive photoresist and the pattern was subsequently transferred to the quartz substrate via reactive ion 
etching (RIE) with CF4 (Freon 14) plasma. This resulted in an array of square micropillars with various 
widths and heights of 123 nm, as verified by the Alpha Step IQ Profilometer. The center wavelength of 
the source and the refractive index of quartz used in post-processing to compute the height were 574 nm 
and 1.545 respectively [55]. The center wavelength was measured experimentally and the refractive index 
at that wavelength can be found from any online database [55]. We obtained the phase maps and 
topography associated with 5, 10, 20, and 40 µm width pillars. To observe variation in the measured 
topography as a function of the spatial filtering, the NA of the condenser (NAcon) and the 
diameter of the SLM pinhole filter (D) were varied. Figure 4.5(a) shows a plot of the parameter 
space investigated during this experiment [55]. The labels in Fig. 4.5(a) correspond to the 
settings used in the underlying subfigures.  
Figures 4.5(b-k) contain the zero order reference amplitude image (obtained by blocking the 
+1 order beam), the recovered height map, and corresponding cross-section for a variety of cases 
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spanning the range of interest. Figure 4.5(b) was collected under previous wDPM operating 
conditions where the condenser aperture is closed (NAcon = 0.09) and the SLM pinhole diameter 
set to its optimum value (D = 355 μm) for that particular NAcon value. The optimum pinhole 
diameter is selected by first setting the circular 0 order filter of the SLM to inscribe the heptagon 
from the condenser aperture. This is referred to as the “matched condition” and is represented by 
the solid line in Fig. 4.5(a). Then, the SLM pinhole size is reduced and the height of the control 
sample is measured. This process is repeated until the pillar height converges to its maximum 
value. From Eq. (4.6), we can see that once the SLM pinhole is small enough, such that ( )slm r  
becomes more or less uniform over the width of the central lobe of the mutual intensity function, 
( )illum r , decreasing the pinhole further will only decrease the brightness of the signal, raising 
the noise floor. Therefore, for a given NAcon value, there is an optimal SLM pinhole filter 
diameter. The optimal SLM pinhole diameter is used for cases b, d, f and k. It does not make 
sense to use SLM pinhole diameters larger than the matched condition, since scattered light 
containing important structural information about the sample will be unnecessarily removed 
from the final image. This condition corresponds to the region above the solid line in Fig. 4.5(a) 
where no data points are present.  
Figure 4.5(b) reveals that under previous wDPM imaging conditions, the recovered phase 
only contains information about the edges of the pillar; the height in the central portion of the 
pillar is essentially zero, the same as the background. It is also clear that the reference is not 
filtered strongly enough, and still contains residues of the original pillar image. The exposure 
time was set to the standard texp = 10 ms for this acquisition. Due to the varying intensity levels 
under the various conditions, the auto-exposure feature was used and then rounded to choose an 
appropriate exposure time for subsequent subfigures. Figure 4.5(c) was taken with NAcon = 0.09 
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and D = 71 μm, the optimum SLM pinhole diameter for the next-lowest NAcon value, which is 
used in Fig. 4.5(d). By comparing Figs. 4.5(b) and (c), it is clear that shrinking the SLM pinhole 
diameter beyond its optimum value only increases the noise floor and does not improve the 
recovered phase in a quantitatively significant manner. For this reason, we were not able to 
collect data for NAcon = 0.09 with SLM pinhole diameters smaller than 71 μm due to excessive 
noise. 
In order to reduce the condenser NA beyond the conventional limit of 0.09, the condenser 
turret was removed from the microscope, a small 400 μm pinhole (NAcon = 0.014) was placed 
inside one of the slots, the condenser turret was replaced and the system was realigned. This 
adjustment increased the coherence radius, ρc, from 3.9 to 25 µm. Figure 4.5(d) shows the zero 
order reference amplitude image and corresponding height map under these conditions. The 
SLM pinhole diameter is the same as in Fig. 4.5(c), but NAcon is reduced by about a factor of 6. 
Here, the reference still contains some residuals of the original pillar and is not perfectly 
uniform. However, the recovered topography is already beginning to show the structure of the 
pillar. Using the same condenser pinhole, Fig. 4.5(e) uses a 1.8X smaller SLM pinhole. As 
predicted by our model, no discernible change in the height map occurs when the SLM pinhole is 
reduced below its optimum value. To reiterate, this occurs because once the pinhole is small 
enough, its diffraction pattern becomes uniform over the mutual intensity function's central lobe, 
which now becomes dominant, and at this point, any additional decrease in the pinhole diameter 
will have no observable effect. A 200 μm pinhole was placed into the condenser turret resulting 
in an NAcon = 0.0072 and ρc = 50 µm. The optimum SLM pinhole diameter for this condition is 
D = 40 μm. Under these conditions, Fig. 4.5(f) shows a slight reduction in the halo and the 
measured height (h = 99 nm) is beginning to converge to the known value (h = 123 nm). For this 
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acquisition, the gain on the CCD was set to 2. The gain can be used to lower the required 
exposure time, but it boosts both the signal and the noise together. For this case, the gain reduced 
the required exposure time from about 600 ms down to 300. 
Next, we wanted to test the differences between the SLM and a physical pinhole. More 
specifically, we wanted to find out whether the measured 400:1 contrast ratio of the SLM or the 
pixel limitations on small SLM filter sizes, had a considerable effect on the recovered 
topography. Figures 4.5(g) and (h) show a comparison between a 35 μm circular physical 
pinhole and a 2 x 2 pixel (26 μm) square filter on the SLM for NAcon = 0.0072. The collected 
images show that these proposed issues are in fact negligible. It is important to note that, due to 
the presence of the crossed polarizers required for SLM operation, which decreases the power in 
the interferogram by at least a factor of two, the exposure time was significantly higher for the 
SLM case. 
Figures 4.5(i-k) compare different NAcon values while using a 10 μm physical pinhole, the 
pinhole diameter required to get a uniform reference beam in laser DPM with the current 4f lens 
configuration [55]. Figure 4.5(i) shows images taken with NAcon = 0.014 and a 10 µm physical 
pinhole. This configuration, with the pinhole much smaller than the optimal value, required 
additional attenuation to the 0 order image using the SLM to obtain adequate fringe visibility. By 
using the SLM, the power was cut by a factor of 2, resulting in a large exposure time of 1.5 s and 
additional background noise. Figure 4.5(j) looks nearly identical to 4.5(f), 4.5(g), and 4.5(h) 
reemphasizing the fact that reducing the SLM pinhole size below the optimal value does not 
restore the lost low-frequency information missing from the image. Finally, Fig. 4.5(k) shows 
that by using a 100 μm pinhole in the condenser (NAcon = 0.0036, ρc = 100 µm) and a 10 μm 
pinhole in the SLM plane, proper quantitative height maps can be obtained for the 20 μm wide 
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pillars. The exposure time under proper imaging conditions was 360 ms. As a rule, the exposure 
time increases with decreasing NAcon or D, or if an SLM that requires polarizers is employed. 
Fortunately, the exposure time can be drastically reduced by increasing the gain on the CCD. It 
should be noted, however, that this amplifies the noise along with signal and does not improve 
the SNR. Ideally, it is best to use a brighter source for high-speed halo-free imaging with low 
background noise. 
 
Figure 4.5: The effects of spatial filtering in DPM. (a) Log-log plot showing the investigated parameter space of the SLM 
pinhole filter diameter (D) and condenser numerical aperture (NAcon). The solid line represents the matched filter condition. 
Labels b-k correspond to the operating point for subsequent subfigures. (b-k) zero order reference amplitude images, recovered 
height images, and corresponding height cross-sections. The cross-section figures show the wDPM profile in red and the Alpha 
Step profile in blue. The spatial noise (σs) and exposure times (texp) are also listed for each subfigure. Both adequate spatial 
coherence and proper spatial filtering are required in order to properly reconstruct the height maps using wDPM. As both the 
condenser NA and the SLM pinhole diameter are reduced, aberrations such as halo and shade-off are reduced and the pillar 
heights converge to the ground truth (h = 123 nm) as verified with the Alpha Step IQ Profilometer. † denotes a physical pinhole 
in the SLM plane, and ‡ denotes a physical pinhole with SLM attenuation to better match intensities. * indicates a gain setting of 
2 on the Zeiss AxioCam MRm CCD. Adapted from [55]. 
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This thorough study on the effects of spatial filtering in DPM illustrates the importance of 
maintaining proper spatial coherence and reference beam filtering in common-path QPI [42].  
4.3.4 Required Spatial Coherence for a Given Object Size 
Figure 4.6 contains cross-sections of square micropillars of various widths taken at different 
NAcon values [55]. The optimum SLM pinhole filter size was used for each case. From this 
thorough study, it is conclusive that larger lateral features require a larger degree of spatial 
coherence in order to be reconstructed accurately. This is evident in Eq. (4.5) and arises due to 
the simple fact that larger features in the spatial domain map more information to lower 
frequencies in the spatial frequency domain. Without sufficient spatial coherence, the high-pass 
filtering phenomenon removes the low-frequency content of the image. The corresponding 
spatial coherence diameters, for NAcon = 0.09, 0.014, 0.0072, and 0.0036 are 2ρc = 7.8, 50, 100, 
and 200 μm, respectively. 
Figure 4.6: Required spatial coherence versus object size. Cross-sections of square micropillars of different widths obtained 
by imaging with various condenser numerical apertures. The optimum SLM pinhole filter size was selected for each case. (a-d) 5, 
10, 20, and 40 μm square pillars respectively. As the condenser NA is reduced and the SLM filter is optimized for each case, the 
recovered pillar structure converges to the ground truth. The halo and shade-off disappear simultaneously as the pillar height 
converges to the actual value. Larger objects require higher spatial coherence (smaller NAcon) in order to image properly. The 5, 
10, and 20 μm pillars image properly for NAcon ≤ 0.014, 0.0072, and 0.0036, respectively. The 40 μm pillar will require an even 
smaller NAcon. Adapted from [55]. 
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Figure 4.6(a) contains cross-sections of a 5 μm wide square micropillar under varying NAcon 
settings. A light microscope with the condenser aperture closed down to its minimal value 
(NAcon = 0.09) is not able to properly reproduce the height map even for the simplest 5 μm case. 
However, the heights do converge for all values of NAcon ≤ 0.014. The distorted shape of the 
pillar is due to the Gibbs phenomenon: a LPF effect from the objective (20X, NAobj = 0.8) which 
smoothens the edges due to convolution with the point spread function (PSF) and also causes a 
peak at the edges due to missing high-frequency components required to reconstruct the vertical 
edge. These effects are less apparent for larger structures, where the dimensions are much larger 
than the diffraction spot, which has a 0.87 μm radius in the sample plane, given the wavelength 
and objective lens. All dimensions of the square micropillars were verified using the Alpha Step 
IQ Profilometer. 
Figure 4.6(b) shows cross-sections of a 10 μm wide micropillar. For NAcon ≤ 0.0072, all 
height measurements converge to the proper value. The height map produced with NAcon = 0.014 
contains a small halo and reduction in height which are symptoms of inadequate spatial 
coherence. For the NAcon = 0.09 case, only the pillar’s edges are visible and the center of the 
pillar is less than 10 nm. Figure 4.6(c) shows similar cross-sections for the 20 μm case. This data 
set was taken as a subset from the data presented in Fig. 4.6. Here, the height converges to the 
proper value only for NAcon ≤ 0.0036. Finally, Fig. 4.6(d) shows the cross-sections for a 40 μm 
wide square pillar. Here, even with a 100 μm pinhole in the condenser (NAcon = 0.0036, ρc = 100 
µm), the height of the pillar has not converged and some minor aberrations are still present. In 
conclusion, for a given structure size, the condenser NA must be chosen such that the coherence 
area is much greater than the FOV. The condition that the coherence area circle at least 
circumscribes the FOV is far too weak; in fact, it is required that the mutual intensity function be 
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relatively flat over the object of interest. Given a 20X objective like the one used in this study, 
the diameter of a circle circumscribing the rectangular FOV is 225 μm. The spatial coherence 
diameter with an NAcon = 0.0036 is 2ρc = 200 μm, yet we can only properly image structures that 
are 20 μm in diameter or smaller. From this study on how object size affects the required spatial 
coherence, we propose a general rule of thumb that states: “The coherence diameter, 2ρc, should 
be at least an order of magnitude greater than the lateral size of the largest object being 
measured” [55]. Ideally, it should be larger than the FOV to allow proper quantitative phase 
imaging for any structure fitting within, but this may not always be practical. 
A marked reduction in the halo is clearly observed for each of the cases as the condenser NA 
is reduced and the heights begin to converge to its proper value. According to the model 
presented earlier, as the pinhole sizes are decreased, the depth of the halo will decrease and its 
width will increase. This will continue until the halo blends completely into the background and 
the height simultaneously converges to the proper value. Now that we can properly reconstruct 
the surface topography for flat structures with abrupt edges, which is a more challenging 
problem under Fourier analysis considerations with its broad spatial frequency spectrum, we 
should be able to correctly measure topography for most biological samples, which are smooth 
and usually smaller than 20 μm in diameter, with minimal aberrations. This will be shown in 
Section 4.4. 
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 contain comparisons between our theoretical model and experimental 
measurements [55]. In order to model the effects of spatial coherence on QPI measurements, a simulation 
based on Eq. (4.5) was performed in MATLAB assuming monochromatic light. To simplify the 
simulations, the DPM pinhole filter was assumed to be perfect ( .SLM const  ), which is a valid 
approximation using a 10 µm pinhole under the current DPM configuration [157]. The spatial power 
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spectrum associated with the condenser aperture is well-approximated using a Gaussian distribution (Fig. 
4.8 inset). Our model accurately predicts artifacts such as the halo, shade-off, and phase reductions that 
have long plagued the field of QPI under partially coherent illumination. This model also translates well 
to other imaging modalities like phase contrast microscopy and spatial light interference microscopy 
Figure 4.7: Image formation in DPM under partial spatial coherence. (a-e) Comparison between experimental data obtained 
via DPM and our theoretical model, along with their corresponding cross-sections. The minimum condenser numerical aperture 
of NAcon = 0.09 does not provide enough spatial coherence to obtain proper quantitative height maps of such structures. As 
smaller and smaller pinhole filters are placed in the condenser turret, more spatial coherence is gained, resulting in a reduction in 
the halo and simultaneously causing the height map to converge to the correct values. Note that (e) uses a 100 μm pinhole in the 
condenser, which provides adequate spatial coherence to properly image a 20 μm diameter square pillar. The required spatial 
coherence depends on the lateral extent of the object. Using small pinholes to spatially filter the light also creates a tradeoff 
between the accuracy of the measured phase and exposure time. All images were taken using a 20X, 0.8 NA objective. 
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(SLIM) [55]. The simulations match very well with our measurements and clearly show the pillar go 
from where only the edges are visible (NAcon = 0.09), to having a clear halo, shade-off, and phase 
reduction (NAcon = 0.014), to the having the correct topography (NAcon = 0.0036), as the spatial 
coherence in increased by reducing the condenser numerical aperture. Figure 4.8 shows how the 
measured height of the micropillars at widths of 5, 10, 20, and 40 µm converge as the condenser NA is 
reduced [14, 55]. In summary, as coherence area is increased, the halo diminishes and the height map 
converges to the ground truth. 
  
4.4 Halo Removal 
4.4.1 Halo Reduction in Microbeads and Red Blood Cells 
Figures 4.9(a-c) show wDPM images of 3 μm polystyrene microbeads in immersion oil with the  
condenser closed (NAcon = 0.09), a 1 mm condenser iris (NAcon = 0.036), and a 100 μm 
condenser pinhole (NAcon = 0.0036), respectively [157]. Figure 4.9(d) gives a nice summary, 
Figure 4.8: Phase reduction phenomenon in DPM. Our model shows that decreasing the condenser NA, which results in 
higher spatial coherence causes the measured phase/height to converge to the proper quantitative height values. The markers 
indicate measured data and the dotted lines represent simulation data based on our model. 
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Figure 4.9: Halo reduction in 3 μm diameter polystyrene microbeads in immersion oil. (a-c) wDPM height maps taken 
with closed condenser (NAcon = 0.09), 1 mm iris placed in the condenser (NAcon = 0.036), and a 100 μm pinhole placed in the 
condenser (NAcon = 0.0036). (d) Overlay showing cross-sections of a diagonal slice taken through the center of both beads. 
Reducing the condenser NA beyond the conventional limit of 0.09 allows the heights to converge to their proper value. NAcon = 
0.0036 allows for removal of the halo effect. Residual ringing is due to the Gibbs phenomenon. Adapted from [55]. 
showing an overlay of the three cross-sections which were taken along the dotted lines for each 
case as shown in (a). With the condenser aperture closed (NAcon = 0.09), the measured heights of 
the beads are underestimated and a small halo is present. As typical with small objects, imaging 
microbeads, especially with low spatial coherence, can be problematic since the measured 
heights are extremely sensitive to the focus. Actually, measured heights much larger than the 
correct value can be obtained simply by defocusing the bead a small amount. To avoid such 
issues, a stack of 60 images with 200 nm z-sections was collected and the most in-focus image 
selected. As predicted, the cross-sections in Fig. 4.9(d) show both a reduction in the halo and 
convergence to the correct height upon reducing the numerical aperture of the condenser. The 
required NAcon to achieve adequate spatial coherence, using our rule of thumb for the 3 μm 
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diameter beads, is 0.024, which is in between our the values obtained using our 1 mm iris and 
400 μm pinhole. The 1 mm iris gives an NAcon = 0.036, which appears to be enough to get the 
proper peak value, but a small halo is present. In an attempt to completely remove the halo, a 100 
μm pinhole (NAcon = 0.0036) was inserted into the condenser turret. Here, the halo is removed 
and only a small amount of ringing remains, which is a result of the Gibbs phenomenon 
discussed earlier. 
To illustrate how enhancing the spatial coherence by performing proper DPM filtering can 
improve the halo and shade-off in real-life applications, we performed live imaging of red blood 
cells in Coulter solution [55]. Figure 4.10(a) shows a wDPM height map taken with the 20X, 0.8 
NA objective, NAcon = 0.09, and exposure time of 20 ms. Figures 4.10(b) and (c) contain a 
cropped image of the RBC contained within the dotted rectangle in (a) and the corresponding 
cross-section indicated by the dotted line in (b). Under these imaging conditions, the halo and 
negative dimple are present and provide erroneous height data disrupting the quantitative 
Figure 4.10: Halo reduction in red blood cells (RBCs). (a) wDPM height map of live RBCs in Coulter solution taken with 
the condenser closed to its minimal value, NAcon = 0.09. (b) Zoomed-in image showing a single RBC from (a). (c) Horizontal 
slice taken along dotted line in (b) showing the halo and negative dimple. (d-f) Corresponding images taken using a 100 µm 
pinhole placed in the condenser (NAcon = 0.0036). A clear reduction in the halo and the removal of the negative dimple are 
observed. Note that a small halo remains, which is attributed to ringing from the Gibbs phenomenon. Adapted from [55]. 
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measurement. Figures 4.10(d) and (e) show comparable images taken using a 100 µm pinhole 
(NAcon = 0.0036) in the condenser. Figure 4.10(f) contains a cross-section of the RBC taken 
along the dotted line in (e). Collectively, Figs. 4.10(d-f) show a drastic reduction in the halo, 
with the tradeoff being that larger exposure times are required, which are impractical for real-
time applications. In Section 4.4.2, we show that a supercontinuum laser can be employed to 
circumvent this dilemma, and provide a solid compromise between accuracy and throughput. 
4.4.2 DPM using a Supercontinuum Laser Source 
To acquire adequate spatial coherence for objects that extend across the full FOV for the worst-
case scenario (5X objective), the required NAcon is roughly 1.5 x 10
-4
, a quantity 600X smaller 
than what is achievable with commercially available microscopes [55]. This would require a 4 
µm pinhole to be placed in the condenser turret, which would result in low-light conditions and 
unrealistic exposure times. As a practical compromise, the DPM system using standard halogen 
lamp illumination, can limit its measurements to smaller objects so that the quantitative phase 
values are correct for each object under study. For example, using a 200 µm condenser pinhole 
will allow us to greatly reduce the halo effect in images from most biological specimens while 
still maintaining moderate intensity levels [55]. The shortest exposure time obtained using a 200 
µm pinhole in the condenser and a 10 µm physical pinhole in the SLM plane was 250 ms. 
Although, the camera gain can be increased to reach 10-20 ms, which is the typical exposure 
time for wDPM with NAcon = 0.09. This problem is more difficult to solve in a reflection 
geometry which will be addressed in Chapter 5. 
In order to acquire high-speed halo-free images, the source brightness must be increased, 
which can be accomplished using a supercontinuum laser (SCL). Figure 4.11(a) shows the 
spectrum of YSL's SC-1.5-HE model, 1.5 W blue enhanced SCL. The infrared (IR) portion of 
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the spectrum was removed using a shortpass filter (Thorlabs FESH0750) with a cut-off 
wavelength of 750 nm [55]. Figure 4.11(b) shows the zero order reference amplitude image 
which is highly uniform over the extent of the FOV. Figures 4.11(c-f) reveal the recovered 
height maps and corresponding cross-sections for the square micropillars with widths of 5, 10, 
20, and 40 µm. The measured topography is free of halo and shade-off artifacts and the heights 
match the expected value. While the SCL is temporally broadband (white light), it still possesses 
a high degree of spatial coherence without any additional filtering by the condenser aperture, 
which allows it to provide proper topography and still possess additional potential of 
spectroscopic applications. Although the SCL is very expensive, it provides a perfect solution to 
the problem by providing more than enough illumination intensity, while maintaining full spatial 
Figure 4.11: DPM with a supercontinuum laser (SCL). (a) Spectrum of the SCL which has a mean wavelength of 599.6 nm. 
The power-equivalent bandwidth (PEB) approximation is shown in red. (b) Zero order reference amplitude image is uniform over 
the entire field of view. (c-f) Recovered height images and corresponding cross-sections for 5, 10, 20, and 40 μm square pillars, 
respectively. The cross-section figures show the wDPM profile in red and the Alpha Step profile in blue. Adapted form [55]. 
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coherence, producing high-speed artifact-free images. In fact, the exposure time can be set to the 
camera’s minimum, which is 400 µs. However, the exposure time was set to 10 ms and a neutral 
density filter attenuated the SCL power so that a fairer comparison could be made between the 
SCL data and the halogen data used in previous studies. 
4.4.3 Halo Removal using Deconvolution 
Using the model presented previously, we can construct a transfer function using a 
phenomenological approach, where the transfer function is missing high-frequencies above 
k0NAobj due to the microscope objective and low frequencies below k0NAcon due to the 
condenser aperture. Effects from the condenser and objective are modeled as a Gaussian function 
and a sharp cutoff respectively, based on measurements of the intensity profiles [55]. We can 
then perform deconvolution using either the Wiener filter or constrained least squares approach 
to bring back some of the low-frequency content and reduce the halo.  
Figure 4.12(a) contains the transfer function for an NAcon = 0.09 and NAobj = 0.8. The NAcon 
= 0.09 was used as an example so that the reader can easily see the effects of the condenser. 
Lower NA values that were used in experiments are difficult to observe. Figure 4.12(b) shows 
wDPM height map of a 20 µm width micropillar imaged using a 200 µm pinhole (NAcon = 
0.0072) and a 10 µm DPM pinhole filter. Figure 4.12(b) shows recovered topography after 
performing deconvolution using the Wiener filter approach with NAcon = 0.0072 and NAobj = 0.8. 
Figure 4.12(c) then shows an overlay comparing the before and after as well as an Alpha Step 
profile for verification. Here, it is clear that a linear systems approach with deconvolution is 
sufficient to remove the halo for low NA conditions. Unfortunately, we were not able to bring 
back the pillar for the NAcon = 0.09 case. A more rigorous iterative non-linear approach based on 
our model is required to achieve adequate results under those conditions. This would allow us to 
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use the any conventional light microscope in bright field mode (or phase contrast with proper 
modeling) without any additional spatial filtering, thereby circumventing the tradeoff with 
brightness without the need for an expensive supercontinuum laser. 
We have shown tha4t object-dependent artifacts such as reductions in measured phase, the 
halo effect, and shade-off are all symptoms of the same problem: a lack of spatial coherence, 
which results in a high-pass filtering effect, rendering the low spatial frequency information of 
the sample’s topography unattainable. We have successfully demonstrated several solutions 
including spatial filtering of both the illumination and the DPM reference field, using a 
supercontinuum laser, and performing deconvolution based on a simple transfer function 
approach. The first solution is low-cost, but results in reduced exposure time due to excessive 
spatial filtering which makes high-speed imaging problematic. The second approach is very 
Figure 4.12: Halo removal via deconvolution. (a) wDPM optical transfer function (OTF) with missing low frequencies from 
condenser aperture (Gaussian) and missing high frequencies from objective lens (abrupt cutoff). NAcon = 0.09 was used for 
illustrative purposes, lower NA values are difficult to view clearly from the OTF plot. (b) wDPM image taken with NAcon = 
0.0072 of a 20 µm wide, 123 nm tall micropillar. A small halo and reduced height are observed. (c) wDPM height map after 
deconvolution showing correct pillar height. (d) Profiles of pillar before and after deconvolution along with confirmation taken 
from the Alpha Step IQ Profilometer. All images were taken with a 20X, 0.8 NA objective resulting in a 135 x 180 µm2.  
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expensive and presents new problems concerning the dependence of the center wavelength on 
both the power setting and particular system alignment. The final approach can be done entirely 
in software, without requiring any spatial filtering, but only reduces the halo and cannot fully 
remove it for all cases. It is possible to use an iterative non-linear deconvolution approach to 
provide superior results, which is currently in progress. In conclusion, we were able to find the 
underlying cause of the inaccuracies in wDPM which made materials science applications 
impossible and solve the problem using a variety of methods. This will allows us to now 
implement wDPM in reflection (epi-wDPM) and finalize the overall system, which will contain 
laser and white light DPM operating in both transmission and reflection. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
5.1 Final System 
5.1.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we present the complete DPM/wDPM system, which is capable of providing 
halo-free images of structures typical in both materials science and biomedical applications 
[166]. The setup operates in both transmission and reflection modes in order to accommodate 
transparent and opaque samples alike. The DPM/wDPM system was implemented as an add-on 
module placed at the output port of a Z2 Axio Imager light microscope from Zeiss. Figure 5.1 
provides a simplified schematic of the overall system which has four components: (1) DPM 
(laser transmission), (2) epi-DPM (laser reflection), (3) wDPM (white light transmission), and 
(4) epi-wDPM (white light reflection) [166]. The first three components were discussed in 
previous chapters and are therefore drawn in faded color. Under this configuration, the user can 
easily switch between laser and white light sources as well as transmission and reflection simply 
by flipping switches on the microscope. The setup can also image in transmission and reflection 
simultaneously, which may be useful in applications like 4π tomography. Furthermore, the 
coherence area under white light illumination can be optimized for any given application simply 
by rotating the condenser turret which contains various pinholes with different diameters. 
Equivalently, this is done in reflection by adjusting the slider for the aperture diaphragm, which 
also contains the same series of pinholes. Tuning the spatial coherence for a given applications 
allows the user to find the best tradeoff between accuracy and speed. 
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In Chapter 4, the topics of spatial and temporal coherence were discussed and how they 
pertain to quantitative phase imaging. Through meticulous and methodical experimentation, we 
were able to deduce that the halo and phase reductions commonly observed under white light 
illumination were in fact caused by the same mechanism: a high-pass filtering phenomenon 
resulting from a lack of spatial coherence [55]. This discovery allowed us to remove the halo by 
providing adequate spatial filtering of the illumination field and the reference beam 
simultaneously [55]. By solving the halo problem, we were then able to implement wDPM in 
reflection mode for opaque samples using the same underlying principles used in transmission. 
Figure 5.1: Combined DPM/wDPM setup. The combined setup allows the user to switch easily between the four imaging 
modalities: (1) DPM (laser transmission), (2) epi-DPM (laser reflection), (3) wDPM (white light transmission), and (4) epi-
wDPM (white light reflection) in order to accommodate a wide variety of samples. The DPM Add-On Module can be placed 
at the output port of any conventional microscope and contains a compact Mach-Zehnder interferometer which is formed 
using a diffraction grating (G), 4f lens system (L1,L2), pinhole filter (PF), and charge-coupled device (CCD). The 
interferogram captured by the CCD is a spatially modulated signal, which allows us to extract the phase information via a 
Hilbert transform and reconstruct the surface topography. Abbreviations: SMF, single-mode fiber; FC, fiber collimator; HAL, 
halogen lamp; CL, collector lens; CON, condenser; OBJ, objective; S, sample; TL, tube lens; L1/L2, lenses. Adapted from 
[166]. 
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Additional difficulties in implementing epi-wDPM stem from low-light conditions which are 
brought about by two issues not present in transmission mode. First, transparent samples, like 
RBCs in Coulter solution placed in a Petri dish or between coverslips, transmit about 90% of the 
incident light, whereas opaque samples, like semiconductor materials for example, only reflect 
about 30% of the incident light, resulting in a reduction in the intensity collected by the CCD. 
More importantly, there is a demagnification between the front focal plane of the objective (for 
reflection, side opposite to the sample), which is equivalent to where the condenser is in 
transmission, and the aperture diaphragm. The additional magnification means that if a 100 µm 
pinhole is required in the condenser turret to obtain adequate spatial coherence in transmission, 
then a 10 µm pinhole is required in the aperture diaphragm for reflection mode. This excessive 
drop in intensity creates low-light conditions, requiring exposure times on the order of 1 s. 
Assuming adequate spatial coherence and proper filtering of the reference beam [42], the 
interferogram measured at the CCD for epi-wDPM is, 
 0 1 0 1( , ) ( , ) 2 ( , ) cos x ( , )I x y I I x y I I x y x y         (5.1) 
where 
0I  and 1I  are the irradiances of the reference and imaging fields respectively. The 
modulation frequency in the sample plane is 2 /objM   , where   is the period of the 
grating and objM  is the magnification of the microscope given the objective currently in use. 
The extracted phase is then, 
 1 0( , ) ( , )x y x y       (5.2) 
where 
1  is the true phase image and 0 is a constant which is subtracted out by setting the 
background of the image to zero. Once the phase is extracted, the Goldstein algorithm, which is a 
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good compromise between computation speed and accuracy, can be employed to unwrap the 
phase if needed [15]. The computed height is simply proportional to the phase as follows, 
 0 1( , ) ( , )4
h x y x y
n



   (5.3) 
where ( , )h x y   is the height, 0 is the mean wavelength of the source, and n  is the refractive 
index of the surrounding medium at the mean wavelength. The additional factor of 2 in the 
denominator is due to the fact that the imaging field reflects off the sample and travels back to 
the objective lens, resulting in a double pass. 
5.1.2 System Verification 
In order to verify the measurements taken using the new epi-wDPM configuration, control 
samples (patterned quartz coated with gold) containing nanopillars of various widths as well as 
the 1951 USAF resolution target were fabricated [166]. All dimensions of the various structures 
were validated by the Alpha Step IQ Profilometer. All images contained in this section were 
acquired with a 20X, 0.8 NA objective, resulting in a FOV of 140 x 180 µm
2
. Figures 5.2(a) and 
(b) show the recorded topography and horizontal slice of a 40 μm width nanopillar imaged using 
epi-wDPM with the aperture diaphragm closed to its minimal value [166]. Here, only the edges 
are visible and the pillar structure is not recovered due to insufficient spatial coherence as 
discussed in Chapter 4. Like in transmission, simply closing the aperture diaphragm does not 
provide enough spatial coherence to get proper height information. The problem was corrected 
by selecting a small enough pinhole (10 μm) in the aperture diaphragm such that the mutual 
intensity function is nearly uniform over the entire FOV, thereby providing full spatial 
coherence. This allows the system to properly image any structure that fits within the FOV [55]. 
Figures 5.2(c) and (d) verify that under proper imaging conditions, where both the illumination 
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field and DPM reference field are sufficiently filtered, quantitatively accurate height maps of the 
sample are obtained. To further verify, Figs. 5.2(e) and (f) show the height map and 
corresponding cross-section captured using an identical configuration, but under laser 
illumination (epi-DPM). Since this technique has already been successfully demonstrated on 
multiple occasions [42], these results are used as a benchmark. Figures 5.2(g) and (h) contain the 
epi-wDPM height map and corresponding cross-section for an 80 μm pillar, which due to its 
larger size, requires additional spatial coherence for accurate height maps without any halos. The 
profile recorded from the Alpha Step IQ profilometer is also shown in Fig. 5.2(h) for additional 
validation. Since the amount of spatial filtering effects the illumination intensity, the exposure 
times, texp, used for each configuration are displayed in the subfigures for comparison. As 
indicated by the exposure time listed in Fig. 5.2(c), white light with high spatial coherence 
requires a much longer exposure time as result of the excessive spatial filtering. This can be 
circumvented by using a supercontinuum laser [55] or various post-processing techniques based 
on our model. 
Figure 5.2: epi-wDPM verification. Images were taken using a 20X, 0.8 NA objective resulting in a field of view of 135 x 180 
μm2. (a,b) epi-wDPM (white light) height map and corresponding cross-section of a 40 μm width nanopillar. A lack of spatial 
coherence from the halogen source results in incorrect height measurements. (c,d) epi-wDPM (white light) height map and 
corresponding cross-section taken from dotted line in (c,d). A 10 µm pinhole was attached to the aperture diaphragm slider and 
placed in the microscope to obtain adequate spatial coherence and proper topography of the sample’s surface. (e,f) epi-DPM 
(laser) height map and corresponding cross-section; epi-DPM, which uses laser illumination, has already been verified in 
previous work and is used as a benchmark. (g,h) epi-wDPM (white light) height map and corresponding cross-section of an 80 
μm width nanopillar verifying the height measurement even for larger structures which require more spatial coherence. An Alpha 
Step measurement is shown for additional verification. Adapted from [166]. 
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5.1.3 System Characterization 
In order to characterize the system noise, a flat, featureless region of sample was imaged. 
Ideally, the height should be zero everywhere, but small variations exist due to noise [166]. 
Figure 5.3(a) shows the topography of a featureless portion of the sample [166]. The standard 
deviation of the height in a given frame provided a quantitative measure of the spatial noise, 
which was measured to be 0.52 nm. Note that part of the measured noise is also due to surface 
roughness, which for quartz wafers coated with gold is reported to be approximately 0.34 nm 
[167]. The temporal noise was assessed by collecting a time sequence of 256 frames and 
computing the standard deviation at each pixel over time. The measured temporal noise is 0.48 
nm as shown in Fig. 5.3(b) [166]. To avoid confusion, please note that Fig. 5.3(a) shows height 
and Fig. 5.3(b) shows standard deviation. Figure 5.3(c) displays an epi-wDPM height map of the 
1951 USAF resolution target [166]. To characterize the system’s response, we first measured the 
edge (step response) indicated by the dotted rectangle (averaged along the horizontal dimension) 
and subsequently took the derivative (impulse response) along the vertical, resulting in the 
system point spread function (PSF). From this, we found the resolution to be 885 nm, measured 
as the distance from the peak to the first zero according to the Rayleigh criteria. This agrees well 
with the theoretical resolution of 875 nm, computed using a mean wavelength of 574 nm, NAobj 
= 0.8, and NAcon = 0 [4, 15]. Figure 5.3(e) shows cross-sections from the 3, 4, and 5 line series 
indicated by the dotted lines in 5.3(c) [166]. The respective line widths are 1 µm, 890 nm, and 
795 nm. The 1 µm lines are fully resolved with three distinct peaks, three peaks are barely visible 
for the 890 nm lines, and the 795 nm lines cannot be resolved. Using the USAF resolution target, 
our measured resolution is approximately 890 nm. This agrees well with the simple edge test 
from Fig. 5.3(d).  
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5.1.4 wDPM under varying Spatial Coherence 
Figure 5.4 shows a comparison between white light images under conditions of varying 
spatial coherence [166]. Using both high and low spatial coherence, we captured epi-wDPM 
(white light) images of HeLa cells that were cultured on a glass slide and coated with gold in a 
fashion similar to SEM samples [168]. Figure 5.4(a) shows a HeLa cell image collected with the 
aperture diaphragm closed to its minimal value. The intercellular structures are well-defined in 
this image indicating high contrast. On the other hand, the measured heights are far below the 
correct values as a result of insufficient spatial coherence. Figure 5.4(b) then shows the epi-
wDPM image of the HeLa cell taken with a small 10 µm pinhole in the aperture diaphragm 
which provides adequate spatial coherence. Here, the heights converge to their correct values, 
Figure 5.3: epi-wDPM system characterization. (a) The height of a flat, featureless portion of the sample was measured 
resulting in a spatial noise floor of 0.52 nm. (b) An image of the standard deviation at each pixel over a 256 frame time sequence 
gives a temporal noise floor of 0.48 nm. (c) epi-wDPM height map of USAF resolution target. The measured resolution is about 
885 nm. The theoretical resolution should be 875 nm. (d) Measured PSF obtained by measuring an edge (step response) and 
taking the derivative (impulse response). (e) Cross-sections taken from (c) showing the measured height profiles and resolution, 
which is around 890 nm. Adapted from [166]. 
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but the intercellular details are less apparent indicating a reduction in image contrast. By 
adjusting the aperture diaphragm slider which contains different pinhole sizes, the degree of 
spatial coherence, i.e. the coherence area, can be precisely controlled and tuned anywhere 
between these two extreme cases. When measuring structures where the height measurement is 
critical, high spatial coherence must be obtained. Unfortunately, this means that much of the 
illumination is filtered out resulting in much longer exposure times. When quantitative height 
values are not required in the measurement, but details within a specimen are of high interest, 
low coherence imaging is preferred. It can use much shorter exposure times which allows for 
faster dynamic measurements. It is important to clarify that the apparent added detail present in 
the images for the incoherent case, is not due to improved resolution, but rather the high-pass 
filtering effect resulting from the low spatial coherence [55]. This HPF effect acts as an edge 
detector, behaving similar to dark-field microscopy, thereby enhancing the contrast. Figures 
5.4(c) and (d) contain the computed power spectrum associated with the height maps from (a) 
and (b) respectively [166]. The visible outer circle, with radius k0NAobj, arises due to the cutoff 
from the finite numerical aperture of the objective which dictates the lateral resolution of the 
system. Figure 5.4(e) displays the power spectral loss, which was calculated by first azimuthally 
averaging both PSDs individually using a linear scale, converting these averages to a log scale, 
and finally subtracting the averaged incoherent PSD from the averaged coherent PSD [166]. 
From this, we can see that the low coherence approach is missing low frequency information, 
especially noticeable below k0NAcon. Again, this is due to the HPF effect resulting from 
insufficient spatial coherence and also results in lower overall noise. 
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5.1.5 Conclusions 
This section presented the first reflection-based white light DPM system, the final piece of the 
overall DPM/wDPM system. The results were verified by measuring control samples with 
known dimensions and comparing them to measurements from other well-established 
Figure 5.4: epi-wDPM with controllable spatial coherence. (a) White light image with low spatial coherence showing 
intracellular details but incorrect height information. (b) White light image with sufficient spatial coherence showing 
proper heights but lower contrast. (c,d) Power spectra taken from the height maps in (a) and (b). (e) Power spectral loss 
showing difference between coherent and incoherent cases. The case with low spatial coherence is missing low spatial 
frequency content as predicted by our model, but has lower noise levels. Adapted from [166]. 
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techniques. The new reflection-base white light imaging system was characterized to show noise 
levels and resolution limits. HeLa cells prepared for SEM imaging were imaged in order to 
illustrate the tradeoffs between low and high coherence approaches. The integrated DPM system 
allows the user to easily select between the 4 imaging modalities: (1) DPM (laser transmission), 
(2) epi-DPM (laser reflection), (3) wDPM (white light transmission), and (4) epi-wDPM (white 
light reflection) [166]. This powerful new optical inspection/characterization tool can 
accommodate a wide variety of interesting samples from various fields of study. 
 
5.2 Deployment 
5.2.1 Introduction 
Once the prototype system was successfully demonstrated in its entirety, the final DPM/wDPM 
system and all of its associated components were moved to the Imaging Suite in Beckman 
Institute for Advanced Science and Technology. The setup was realigned, recalibrated, and 
verified by performing control measurements under each of the various configurations. This 
setup will serve as a multi-user inspection/characterization tool that will create a major pipeline 
for high-impact projects and publications in a variety of fields. 
5.2.2 Real-Time DPM 
Figure 5.5 shows the real-time DPM graphical user interface (GUI) that was developed using 
LabVIEW software and CUDA programming. A high-performance graphics card (Sparkle 
GeForce GTX470 1280 MB GDDR5 Dual DVI PCIExpress 2.0 with Native MiniHDMI 
Graphics Card) and appropriate power supply were purchased and installed containing the 
necessary specifications (supports NVIDIA CUDA Technology, etc.). The interface allows the 
user to observe the sample topography in real-time with a refresh rate under 500 ms. The user 
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can view the amplitude, phase, and height information along with their respective histograms and 
statistics while the application is in progress. The calibration image, x-profile showing 
uniformity, raw interferogram, and software filter are also displayed and the user can choose the 
zero background method (mean, mode, etc.) and whether or not to perform phase unwrapping. 
The phase unwrapping takes considerable processing time and should only be implemented when 
needed. Overall, the interface allows for real-time applications and is particularly useful during 
alignment and calibration. This way, the user no longer has to collect images, process in 
MATLAB, pull the images into ImageJ and access the quality, and repeat until the image clarity 
is optimized, which greatly reduces the time spent during calibration. Calibration should be done 
periodically or whenever changes are made to the setup. The live imaging still contains some 
Figure 5.5: Real-time DPM graphical user interface. The user can observe the measured amplitude, phase, and height in real-
time with a ≤ 500 ms refresh rate. The interface was developed using LabVIEW and CUDA programming. It contains various 
features allowing the user to observe not only the amplitude, phase, and height, but also their associated histograms and statistics 
as well as the Fourier plane, software filter, and DPM pinhole alignment location. It also allows the user to choose the leveling 
method and whether or not to bypass the phase unwrapping. 
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flickering due to instability of the laser source and shortcuts in the processing. If a proper 
leveling and zeroing technique can be implemented without drastically reducing the refresh rate, 
the GUI would be fully optimized. 
5.2.3 Automatic Pinhole Alignment 
One of the most impending tasks for new users when imaging with DPM is aligning the pinhole 
filter. For this very reason, an automatic pinhole alignment program was written in LabVIEW 
which performs a full scan to find first light and also a mini-scan to optimize the pinhole 
alignment once first light is obtained. Figure 5.6 shows the GUI used for automatic pinhole 
alignment. The user can choose the various scan parameters including sampling rate, scan 
volume, scan speed, and the search algorithm employed. The program displays the results from 
the x, y, and z scans as well as the color-coded mini-scan results. Here, the optimal alignment 
Figure 5.6: Automatic pinhole alignment graphical user interface. The program was created using LabVIEW and allows the 
user to perform an automatic pinhole alignment procedure, which uses a full scan to find first light and mini-scan to find the 
optimal pinhole position once it is close. From this panel, the user can adjust various parameters for the scan, observe the current 
pinhole position, the x, y, and z scan results and also the mini-scan profile. Optimal alignment can be observed by the peaks in 
the x, y, and z scans and also in the color map from the mini-scan where the white dot represents maximum intensity. 
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can be seen as the white dot in the center. Overall, this program is able to find first light if the 
user loses the pinhole alignment completely which will save new users from a great deal of 
frustration. It also does a decent job of aligning the pinhole in general. After running the 
program, which optimizes for power transmission, an experienced user can make very minor 
adjustments to obtain the best looking diffraction pattern. Following graduation, this program 
should help the new users align the pinhole without too much frustration and the super-user will 
be there assist if needed. 
 
5.3 Final Conclusions 
In this dissertation, we presented our work on the design, optimization, and implementation of a 
diffraction phase microscopy system capable of studying many interesting phenomena from a 
wide variety of scientific disciplines. Diffraction phase microscopy, or DPM, is a specific 
quantitative phase imaging (QPI) technique which utilizes a compact Mach-Zehnder 
interferometer to make high-speed measurements of a sample’s topography with nanometer 
accuracy. Most importantly, this novel common-path configuration makes the interferometric 
setup highly robust, allowing it to image interesting physical phenomena in their natural 
environment in a non-invasive manner. We demonstrated DPM’s unique utility in a variety of 
applications which include monitoring wet etching, photochemical etching, dissolution of 
biodegradable electronic materials, expansion and deformation of thin-films and microstructures, 
and surface wetting and evaporation. A separate setup was built specifically for semiconductor 
wafer defect detection as well. 
This work also focuses on the extension of laser-based DPM to broadband illumination. We 
were able to discover that the underlying cause of the artifacts long observed in white light QPI 
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were in fact due to a lack of spatial coherence which, in turn, creates a high-pass filtering effect 
rendering the low spatial frequency information pertaining to the sample’s structure unattainable. 
This realization allowed us to remove the halo by proper spatial filtering of both the illumination 
field and the DPM reference field. Using these results, we were able to develop a model for 
DPM image formation under partially coherent illumination which shows excellent agreement 
between the derived theory and experimental measurements. Work is currently underway to 
remove the halo completely in software without excessive spatial filtering in order to preserve 
the signal strength and maintain the highest quality images possible with minimal changes to the 
microscope. 
The final DPM/wDPM system was built in the Imaging Suite in Beckman Institute for 
Advanced Science and Technology. It is capable of providing halo-free images of structures 
typical in both materials and life science applications and operates in both transmission and 
reflection modes in order to accommodate transparent and opaque samples alike. The 
DPM/wDPM system can be implemented as an add-on module that can be placed at the output 
port of any conventional light microscope. The user can easily switch between laser and white 
light sources, as well as transmission and reflection, simply by flipping switches on the 
microscope. Furthermore, the spatial coherence for wDPM can be optimized for the given 
application by rotating the condenser turret in transmission, or adjusting the slider for the 
aperture diaphragm in reflection, which contain different size pinholes, allowing for a tradeoff 
between accuracy and speed. The setup also includes an automatic pinhole alignment system, 
real-time phase imaging, and a graphical user interface (GUI) to make it as user-friendly as 
possible. We believe that this setup will help create a major pipeline for high-impact projects and 
publications in a variety of fields.  
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